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Abstract
Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRPII) is viewed as an organizational system
through the metaphor of complex adaptive systems (CAS) in order to gain new insights
that benefit manufacturing leadership and resolve challenges faced by MRPII. This
thesis examines the history of manufacturing to reveal the metaphor under which MRPII

currently operates and then introduces the metaphor of CAS, thus resulting in new
direction forthe manufacturing leader. Based on a review of the existing literature in
manufacturing and in complexity theory, the work of Holland (1995) and Daft (1992) are
central to establishing the relationship of MRPII to organizational and complexity theory.
The argument is made that the shift to the CAS metaphor results in insights into the

organizational dynamics of manufacturing which allow manufacturing leaders to change
from planning and controlling of events to allowing events to emerge and then adapt.
Leadership is thus responsible for the creation and guiding of foundational processes,

which result in a sustainable organieation.
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Introduction
Current manufacturing resource planning (MRPII)l systems are incapable

of

keeping up with the demands of today's glohal customer. In particular, the rate and
amount of change demanded by today's global customer is where MRPII systems are

faltering. Many present manufacturers use manufacturing planning systems based on a
late 1970's model where change is controlled in daily or weekly time periods. Today's
customers have personal and professional needs of hourly or less time blocks. The
prevalence and popularity of daily planners demonstrate the detailed scheduling people

require for their lives. The resultant time crunch makes manufacturing models developed
in the United States, from the time of Adam Smith, no longer competitively positioned.
The discrepancy between how customers and manufacturers view the relationship

of time and rate-of-change is imponant. When a customer requires a product faster than
a manufacturer can produce

it, the need arises for a planning system to anticipate

customer demand. One of the fundamental relationships in rnanufacturing is the time a
customer expects to wait to receive a product from the manufacturer, compared to the

manufacturer's lead-time. MRPII was created in the late 1970's as a production
planning system to control this relationship.

I hold the belief that manufacturing leaders would discover new insights into
manufacturing dynamics if the metaphor of MRPII changed from planning and control to
emergence and adaptation as found in complex adaptive systems

I

(CAS). Where MRPII

Manufacturing Resource Pjanning (MRPII): A formal system whereby top management can communicate
business objectives to the whole organization.

2

is a machine-like program, I argue it should be viewed as an organicz complex adaptive

system. I hold this new perspective will generate new insights and methodologies for
successful manufacturing scheduling. Complex adaptive systems are systems

of

interacting agents or active elements that adapt by changing the ru1es that guide them

as

they gain experience with their environment. Thus, when the fitness3 of the system is no
longer optimal, the systern changes to seek a greater level of fitness. A manufacturing
scheduling system such as MRPII, with the ability to adapt and reorg anize rules to satisfo
changing customer demands, creates the opportunity for continually meeting new
challenges and opportunities demanded by the customer. Additionally, leading a

manufacturing organization based on a system that continually adapts and re-organizes,
has ramifications for manufacturing leaders.

It is these two ideas which form the

foundation for this thesis.
This thesis explores two questions. First, "Can the MRPII model, a
manufacturing model used by repetitive and batch rnanufacturers, he more clearly
understood by applying the metaphor of a complex adaptive system?" Second, "What are
leadership implications operating an MRPII model from the metaphorical viewpoint of a

complex adaptive system?"
In posing the first question on clearer understanding, the viewpoint in Kuhn's

writings on The Structure of Scientific Revolution (1962) is useful. Kuhn's introduction
states, "when.. . the profession can no longer evade anomalies that subvert the existing

tradition of scientific practice, then begin the extraordinary investigations that lead the

, A term used by Daft (1g92) to describe a loose, flexible organization. This is in contrast to
stnrctured approach to management he terms as mechanistic.

a

tight, highly

3

profession at last to a new set of commitments, a new basis for the practice of science"

(Kuhn, L962). From an operational viewpoint, MRPII is well understood. Much has been
written about MRPII as far back as 1979 when it was first introduced. A review of the
ApICS4 bibliography shows thousands of articles and papers have been written about
every module that makes up the MRPII model. MRPII is a prominent and successful

form of manufacturing software sold today (APICS, 1995), yet it continues to struggle in
its reaction to rapid change in customer demand. How can the metaphorical perspective
of emergence and adaptation found in complex adaptive systems uncover new
perspectives and avenues of investigation previously hidden by the current MRPII
metaphor?

Clearly understanding MRPII is important because uncovering new perspectives
may lead to the realization that MRPII's current operational methodology may be

harmful in the long term. In addition, completely new avenues of opportunity may be
discoverable in our current market niche if we look at MRPII from new perspectives.
The question is also important because MRPII appeffis to have no more refinements left
as

currentlymodeled. The flowchart describing the core of MRPII

as developed

in

1979

is fundamentally the same todaY.
What is different are additional features added to the core elements of MRPII.

MRPII is also the management of the supply and demand relationship. It was not until
computers became common in the 1960's and 1970's that MRPII effectively evolved to

fill the need for supply and demand

management. The current position of MRPII suggests

Kauffman does not directly def,rne fitrress but implies it is the ability of a system to successfully
accomplish a task (1995).
u
Rptis' American Production and Inventory Control Society. APICS produces and manages a series of
certification tests for the production and Inventory Control profession.
3

4

a

similarity to Kauftnann's description of the evolution of bicycles and automobiles. In

his text, At Home-in the Universe (1995), Kaufinann describes the explosion of variations
on the basic theme of bicycles and automobiles. After the

initial concept was developed

and multiple variations occurred, evolution settled down to a common but successful

theme. With no more apparent refinements left in MRPII, and an apparent explosion

of

new technology occurring at the turn of the century, one has to wonder if we are at the
cusp of a breakthrough.

Wi[

mechanical technology create a new form of MRPII? Will

the growth in manipulation of information and knowledge create the next form

MRpII? Orwill the next form of MRPII

of

be an outgrowth of an organizational reaction to

the curent constraints of the system?
The research of Lind (1994), Beccone (1998), and Wheatley (1992) clearly
demonstrates that the science of Complexity can have a tremendous influence on how
leaders view and act in their organizations. Their earlier work leads to the second

question this thesis explores. What are the leadership irnplications of operating an MRPII

model from the metaphorical viewpoint of emergence and adaptation?
The question of leadership implications is significant in manufacturing planning

systems. It is an event as significant as the invention of automobiles was to horse-drawn
carriages, or television to radio, and computers to slide-rules. The question has the

potential to make obsolete or severely diminish the competing paradigm. To the leader,
this means having to understand and learn a new language of manufacturing planning. It
also means moving from a position of controlling the current system, to leading from a

more emergent "trust in the system" position.

5

Examining MRPII from a new point of view, ancillary questions inevitably arise.
In this thesis, five stand out as important in investigating MRPII with CAS as the
metaphor. The first is: "Does understanding events that shaped the history of
manufacturing help us understand the current metaphor of MRPII"? If it is true this
understanding an individual's use of metaphors helps understand why individuals act as
they do, then understanding the metaphors from which manufacturing leaders operate

facilitates acceptance that metaphors can be used as a basis of comparison.
The second question is: "IJnder what current metaphorical perspective does

MRPII operate?" Establishing the current metaphor is important for two reasons. First,
it is the basis for comparison of MRPII with CAS

as the

metaphor. Second, the

understanding of the current metaphor helps clarifo the challenges MRPII has been
unable to overcome. The concept of rnetaphors implies that viewing an object or activity
through the lens of a metaphor means possibly uncovering or covering up of different
perspectives that may be insightful. Metaphors help make a corutection from beliefs to

assumptions. If MRPII has been unable to overcome certain challenges, then an
understanding of the assumptions we make when we utilize a metaphor helps open the
door to looking at the challenge differently.

For example, setting up a machine for production was believed to always require
a

fixed amount of time. The assumption was, time for sefup'is a function of employee

experience. Initially, a setup took longer, but the more experience an employee gained,
the closer he or she came to spending a fixed, optimal amount of time. Setup time was

nsver seen as reducible until the Japanese challenged the assumption. When the
Setup is the work required to change a specific machine, resource, or work center, or line from making the
last good piece of item A to making the fust good piece of item B.

'
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assumption of setup was postulated to be a collection of internal and external steps, then
setup time was reduced by 90 percent (Shingo, 1985).

Metaphors help inform when there is a conflict with an issue. An example of a
metaphor helping to inform would be "Teach-Equip-Trust" versus "Planning-Directing-

Controllirrg"u. The leader who leads from

a

belief in supporting and encouraging

subordinates versus employees who expect commanding and dictating the work to be
done results in conflict between the leader and the people being led because there are two

disparate sets of expectations. Without an understanding and exploration by the leader
and followers of the metaphor underwhich each operates, there

will likely be little

opportunity for trust and work in a collaborative environment.
The third question is: "What are the different ways to look at MRPII?" First, to
demonstrate a concept can be viewed from multiple perspectives. Second, to demonstrate
the progression of thinking from viewing MRPII as a machine program to an organic

complex adaptive system. MRPII viewed within the metaphor of a CAS yields new
insights into the challenges facing manufacturers today. This yield involves the
connection of Holland's (1995) work on CAS with Daft's (1992) work on organizational
systems.

The fourth related question is: "How would atheoretical model of MRPII, with

complex adaptive systems as the metaphor function?" Manufacturing deals not only with
the strategic but the operational. This portion of the thesis presents two themes: how

MRPII would operate as an organic CAS and a practical application of MRPII with CAS
as the metaphor.

1

The fifth question is: "What connections and implications become visible to

manufacturing leadership when MRPII is modeled under the CAS metaphor?" Within a
market niche, manufacturing techniques are becoming increasingly similar between

competitors. Computers in electronics stores demonstrate that one computer is virtually
identical to the next. For a manutacturer to survive, it must find a unique niche in which
to exist in or more effective methods of existing in the current one. An example of a
more effective method is Fujitsu PC in Japan. By 1996 its markets were saturated, and

while sales were inching up, Fujitsu realized it was time to rethink its traditions and
philosophies. Fujitsu moved from an organizational structure where all design,
manufacturing, and distribution being done in Japan, to design and basic manufacturing
in Japan, but configuring, warehousing, and logistics done in the United States. This
allowed Fujitsu PC to improve its response time from four weeks for a standard laptop
computer to four days for a fully customized laptop (Management Review, June 1999).

With CAS

as the metaphor,

I believe MRPII will open up and assist leadership to explore

existing and new market opportunities.
As difficult as predicting the future is, employees hold leadership accountable to
ascurately predict

it.

Leadership for years has used existing linear mathematical and

statistical models to predict the future. "But in a non-linear system like the economy, a

myriad of intereorurected variables can turn any linear forecast on its head (Paulos,

1998)". New models of predictability within the science of Complexity and Complex
Adaptive Systems suggest predicting the future will be even more precarious and less
predictable. Leadership, which utilizes a mechanical metaphor when a self-organizing

Credit for these metaphors goes to Reell Precision Manufacturing (RPM). It is the metaphor RPM utilizes
to describe how leadership orients itself towards leading employees6

8

metaphor is required, has immediate and profound ramifications. Sensitivity to initial

conditions is a hallmark of CAS. Small changes in initial conditions can lead to entirely
different outcomes. Therefore, a leadership that refuses to investigate Complex Adaptive
Systems potentially closes itself to suruival.

9

Chapter

I

History of Manufacturing
History is important because it offers guidance for the present and arms us for the
future. History can help us develop analogies about events that occur, sharpen our ability
to identiff patterns of events, place events people and organizations in an understandable
perspective, and see time as a stream rather than a series of individual events. Neustadt
and May (1986) demonstrate how political leaders of the 1940's to today could have used

historical events to make better decisions. Utilizing history does not guarantee correct
decisions about the future. It does however, allow for increasing the probability

of

identifying the direction of the future
To understand MRPII, we must understand the history of modern manufacturing.
Modern manufacturing san be broken down into six stages. The first stage is the period

of Adam Smith, This stage spans the years1776 through 1900 when the theory of
division of labor was developed. The second stage is the period of Frederick Taylor.
Taylor's work begins in 1900 with the development of Scientific Management. The third
stage is the period of the early 1900's through 1940. This is the period of Henry Ford,

Alfred Sloan, and the growth of the automotive industry. The fourth stage is thepost-

W.W.il decades of the 1940's,

50's, and 60's. During this period, American

manufacturing expanded rapidly on a worldwide basis. The fifth stage is the 1970's and
early 1980's when the world experienced the Oil Crisis and the emergence of Asian
countries such as Japan as manufacturing leaders. The sixth stage is from the early

l0

1980's through today, a stage that can be termed as the era of World Class Manufacturing

(Schonberger, t 986)
The first interval of modern manufacturing is the period covered by Adam Smith
and his book, The Wealth of Nations. to the development of Scientific Management.

Adam Smith defined what he called the principle of the division of labor (Hammer,
Champy 1gg3). He observed that if aproduction task was sub-divided amongst several
workers, more pins could be made than if a single worker made one at a time. This idea
created unparalled opportunities for industrial firms to increase worker productivity.

Three factors combined to make this opportunity a reality. They are: first, the increase

of

dexterity in every worker; second, the factor of saving time commonly lost in moving
from one type of work to another; and lastly, the invention of machines which facilitate
this division of labor. Today firms such as airlines, steel mills, and computer-rnakers
have all built around Smith's idea (Hammer, Champy 1993).
The second era of modern manufacturing is that of Scientific Management'

Frederick Taylor, Frank and Lillian Gilbreth, and a host of other pioneers of scientific
management perfected work-study techniques so that the workers task could be
standardized (Schonberger 1982). In work study, first the work method is improved;
second, the improved method is timed for the purpose of setting a time standard; third,

workers are trained in the standard method; and fourth, jobs are scheduled, supenrised,
and controlled with reference to the standard method and

time. Their work, along with

the work of EIi Whitney, who developed the practice of interchangeable parts, completed

what was perceived as the completion of the goals of the Industrial Revolution
(Schonberger 1982).
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The third stage is the years when the U.S. automotive industry rapidly developed.

By I g27,Henry Ford and the Ford Motor Company

had

built the River Rouge plant.

River Rouge was the first fully integrated factory. The plant could process steel from ore
and manufacture a Model T car in four days. The goal of the plant was to mass-produce

Ford's Model

T. Henry Ford

wanted to build a plant that allowed Ford Motor Company

to sell cars at a price that made it affordable to many people. The result of the plant was
an emphasis on continual process improvement and the elimination of anything that did

not reduce costs (Melnyk, Narasimhan 1992). Ford's River Rouge plant epitomized the

principles of Adam Smith and his theoretical pin factory.
The leader at General Motors, Alfred Sloan, had a different problem. He had a
series of divisions that were good at building cars with many options. Sloan was unable

to compete with Ford's River Rouge plant and its focus on economies of scale. Sloan
realized Americas rising income and standard of living would lead to a demand for more

choices. Sloan responded by developing manufacturing systems that stressed variety
(Melnyk, Narasimhan 1992). Every year lines were shut down and changed over to new,
updated models. This led to the concept of model years. Sloan developed a system that

exploited the vulnerabilities of Ford. Ford and Sloan developed two manufacturing
systems that would be the standard by which America would judge herself through the

golden years of U.S manufacturing (Everdell 1990). Even today, businesses compete
using the two contrasting styles of variety versus standardization.
The fourth stage of modern manufacturing is the golden years. The period began

with the end of World War II and continued through the 1960's. There was an
unrelenting demand for goods and services both here and abroad. Deprived of material

Augst*nrrg S*ii*ge l".ihrarY

t2

goods first by the Depression and then by the

wil,

customers were

willing to buy

whatever companies offered them (Hammer, Champy 1993). The chief operational
concern was capacity. The challenge was to keep up with an ever-increasing demand

(Hammer, Champy 1993). If a company expanded too quickly, it could go deep into

debt. Moreover, if the comparry was late in expanding, it missed opportunities.
The economic strength of the United States after the Second World War was

unique. The United States had the only industrial base that emerged unscathed from the

wff,

and American firms had already established leading positions in many industries.

Furthermore, the United States had a large, affluent home market, modern plants, and
equipment poised to supply burgeoning international demand against little or no foreign

competition. Additionally, the United States had a huge defense program which funded
research in core technologies led by Bell Laboratories in transistors, Tektronix and

Hewlett-packard in test and measuring equipment, and Timex in watches. These were
technologies readily adaptable tor civilian use (Porter 1990).
The breadth of industries in which the United States firms were internationally

competitive furtherwidened in the 1950's and early 1960's. By 1971, American firms
held leading positions in industries such as aircraft in which this nation had

77 .5o/o

percent of the total world exports (Porter 1990). "Other key industries the United States
had significant portions of the world export market include: Soya beans with 97.4o/o,

timber with 75.5o/o, office products with 55.9o/o, and computers and accounting machines

with 35.Z%(porter 1990). Of

the top

fifty American industries in terms of world export

share, no competing countries combined totaled more than 60/o

ofthis nation's share.

Couple this strength in industry, government investment in basic scientific research,

l3

along with major investments in education in the 1960's and the United States was clearly
the world leader in manufacturing.

The organizational structure during this time was based on Adam Smith's division

of labor. A standard pyrarnidal structure existed that was well suited for the high growth
environment of the 1950's and 1960's. When a company grew, it simply added more
workers at the bottom and filled in with management in the middle. This type of
structure was ideal for planning and control (Hammer, Champy 1993).
The fifth stage that occurred in the 1970's to 1980 was the period of "The Decline

of the American Factory" (Everdetl 1990). Annual growth in Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) per employee ranked last among the seven most industrialized countries. Ranking

in GDP per head was on

a path

from first in 1970 to ninth in 1985, and our savings rate

and resource gap ranked last and next to last respectively among the seven most

industrialized nations (Ivielrryk, Narasimhan 1992). In 1960, "Made in America" was
synonymous with quality. By 1980, this was no longertrue. Americawas no longer a
leader in productivity.

An additional factor in America's loss of leadership in manufacturing relates to

quality. Japan, with the help of quality experts such

as Juran and Deming, was able to

reduce the cost of production to a level that Japan could sell copiers for less money than

Xerox could make a copier (Maskell 1994). Compounding this competitive position with

world events such

as the

oil shock of the early

1970's, and raw material shortages

beginning in l97l,the United States was unable to compete on a quality or price
competitive basis with Japan (Schonberger 1982).

t4

Maskell advances additional theories on what may have led to the American
decline in manufacturing. Among them ars complacency and arrogance, government
planned economic development programs by Japan, Japan's awareness of designing to
meet customer needs, and innovative new production techniques (Maskell 1994).

Hammer and Champy have proposed an additional reason why United States
manufacturers lost market share. Customers who know what they want, what they want
to pay for it, and how to get it on the terms they demand ... don't need to deal with
companies that fail to understand and appreciate this startling change in the customerbuyer relationship (Hammer, Champy 1993). This change in the balance of the buyer
seller relationship from the seller as king in the 1960's to the buyer as the 1980's driving
force in the relationship, led to a greater freedom of choice. Also, it spelled less loyalty
towards American manufacturers. It is perhaps this change that led to the wave of Buy

America form of patriotism that existed in the mid-1980's.
Porter advances additional factors he argues led to America losing its position as

world leader in manufacturing. Among them are a dwindling rate of investment, eroding
quality of human resources relative to othernations, and erosion in demand conditions.
More reasons include a steadily diminishing number of senior executives with technical
backgrounds, and a wavering of the American government from a number of long-term

policy directions that were crucial to American national advantage (Porter 1990).
Overall, it would be difficult to cite any one issue as the main cause of America's
decline in manufacturing.

All

these previously mentioned issues placed the United States

in a position of faltering dynamism. By achieving dominance so completely and easily,
American firms may have failed to understand the reasons for their success.

15

The manufacturing period from the 1980's to today has many names. Everdell
terms this period, "The Competition from Overseas" (Everdell 1990). Schonberger calls it

"World Class Manufacturing" (Schonbergff 1986), and Maskell refers to it

as "The Time

of the Agile Manufacturer" (Maskell 1994). Porter did not have a particular name for it.
Instead, he spoke on the need for a philosophical shift by the United States

if it is to

compete (Porter 1990). There are many other catchphrases in the manufacturing

environment too. We continually hear names such as Reengineering, Total Quality, Just-

In-Time, Short-Cycle Manufacturing (Hall and Ippolito, 1992), High Velocity
Manufacturing (Turcotte 1996) and Synchronous Manufacturing (Umble & Srikanth

1995). All these methodologies allude to global competition.
Kenichi Ohmae labels this time best in the title of his book The Borderless World
(1990). Ohmae argues that for companies to survive, they must compete world-wide

as

insiders in countries, and not as American companies selling from the outside. This line

of thought is justified on the finding the consumer holds the balance of power in terms of
how and where money will be spent.

Attention also must be paid to timely financial markets, Ohmae argues. He cites
foreign exchanges as proof of the constant ebb and flow of dynamic business
environments. In one day, the foreign exchanges can transfer and move funds at a level
equivalent to what the three leading industrial nations move in one year. The conclusion
that is drawn is noteworthy. Boundaries on the map of competition have largely
disappeared (Ohmae 1 990).

A new approach to manufacturing is taking place in the world led by the
Japanese. This approach encompasses value maximization and waste minimization as the

16

goals, not necessarily cost minimization (Melnyk, Narasimhan 1992). Behind this
approach include the beliefs that the system is more than the sum of the parts, simplicity
is to be prized, and complexity is to be avoided. More of the beliefs are: value, not cost,
is critical; people are vital to success; variance is the root of all evil; and systems can be
changed

if management

so desires (Melnyk, Narasimhan 1992).

To accomplish this change, companies are now putting aside much of the received
wisdom of the last two hundred years of industrial management. Organizations are

identifying the demands of the market, harnessing the power of today's technologies, and
reorganizingto how we want to work today (Hammer, Champy 1993). It is clear
contemporary approaches are radically different from the 1920's and Henry Ford. The

environment is competitive with niche markets and new opportunities emerging all the

time. Additionally,

the marketplace today is not as predictable, customers take charge,

competition is intensifuing, and change is becoming the constant (Hammer, Champy
1ee3).

Summary

A brief history of manufacturing in the United

States has been established to

provide a context for understanding the evolution of MRPII. Knowledge of events
shaping manufacturing help understand the metaphor behind MRPII today. These events
demonstrate how our leadership and prominence in manufacturing have changed. The

manufacturing models that have developed from the time of Adam Smith until the
present day no longer keep us in a leadership position. This is relevant because it signals
our model has to change. James Burke states, "You are what you know and when what

17

you know changes, you change."(1986) Here Burke is referring to the human experience.

Manufacturing is at this same point as a system. I believe the poor results indicated
earlier are indications manufacturing under the current metaphor of MRPII is not
working.

18

ChaPter

2

The history of MRPII is important to identifying its current metaphor. Metaphors
use words to describe how we

view the world. Therefore, we should be able to look at

the words found in the history of MRPII and find words that identifo the current
metaphor of MRPII.

History of MRPII
MRPII evolved when the United

States was exiting its golden years in the 60's,

and ente.ing the period of competition from Japan. MRPII

officially had its first public

unveiling in an article published by Modern MAJerial Handling in 1979 (Greene 1987).
The article described how three companies, Tennant, Twin Disc, and Hewlett-Packard,
were integrating their operating and financial planning systems. This integration was
called manufacturing resource planning or MR.Pil (Greene 1987).

MRPII traces its lineage back to material requirements planning (MRP). MRP is
the computerized process of determining what, when, and how much to order. Ten
companies pioneered the effort to develop and expand the acceptance of MRP. Three

of

them were Black and Decker, Twin Disc Inc., and General Railway Signal Company.

MRP is a forward scheduling system that plans based on future needs. Older scheduling
systems use a reorder point method that assumes past demand equaled future demand

(Plossl, Wight 1971). It failed to considerthe nature of the demands being placed on the

shop. Early MRP systems were little better than order-launching systems. They had no
mechanism for determining feedback if the plan was staying in control or not. With the
development of more sophisticated computers, manufacturers had more tools to integrate
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into MRP available to them. These tools allowed manufacturers to develop a closed-loop
system of

MRP. This loop made MRP a planning

and control system within the

scheduling function. These closed loop systems are the direct ancestors to the early

MRPII systems.
MRPII historically developed from MRP. In literature, MRP is referred to as an
object or entity. Orlicky defined MRP as a system consisting of a set of logically related
procedures, decision rules, and records. Plossl (1971) sees MRP as simply mechanizing
the fundamental logic of manufacturing. Wight (1981) in his text views MRP as key
techniques in production and inventory management. Even his section heading is titled:

"The Mechanics of MRP". Melnyk (1992) defines MRP as a system used to calculate
requirements. In all the instances above, MRP is seen as an object or entity. MRPII has
developed and continues to develop along apath of incremental refinements to MRP.
The MRPII model is explained as follows.T Business planning is the long-range
strategic plan of a business. The plan usually consists of financial statements, marketing
plans, and strategic initiatives. A Sales and Operations plan restates the business plan

from dollars into production units at an aggregate level. This plan considers sales
forecasts and is organized by natural groupings of similar products. The master schedule
is derived from the production plan. It is a statement of what the business

will produce in

finished product in rnonthly or weekly quantities.
Material Requirements Planning (MRP)8 breaks down the master schedule into

a

report of what components need to be bought or made, in what quantities, and when. The
purchasing plan uses MRP to determine what to buy and when. The execution of the

i Following

the description of MRPII is a visual diagram of the flow of MRPII (See pg. 21)
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purchasing plan is the placing of purchase orders. Capacity Requirements Planning

(CRP) considers factory orders both actual and planned, to determine if enough capacity
exists to meet MRP. Executing the factory plan is the manufacturing of the product.
Shop orderse are released which authorize what to build, how much, when to start

building, ffid when the order must be completed. Resource Planning and Rough Cut
Capacity Planning are tools which determine early in the planning process

if capacity

exists in the aggregate to support the business plan and the master schedule respectively.

They do not determine if the capacity exists in the rightplace at the right time; CRP does
this (Wight 1981).

*

of techniques that uses bill of material data, inventory data, and the master production
schedule to calculate requirements for materials.
, paper*ork released which authorizes the building of product.
MRp is

a set
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By

1974, only a few rnanufacturing companies had achieved dramatic success

implementing computers into the production scheduling field. Most who tried have
fallen far short (Wight 1974). Manufacturers failed because their real production systems
were informal, usually built around "hot lists"r0 and expediting. The hot lists were better
understood than MRP and therefore more readily accepted. Affordable computing power
developed, offering a formalized system to manage inventory. The production manager
was suddenly in a position to do some things never done before. Experiences with

previous systems were no longer relevant (Wight 1974). The result was an unsuccessful
attempt to use MRP.

MRPII in 1981 was

seen as a closed loop MRP system

with financial numbers,

a

simulation capability, and included the whole company (Wight 1981). The entire
company was perceived as Sales, Production, and Finance. For many years, the high cost

of computer power, lack of available software, and lack of understanding of MRPII kept
many companies, especially small ones, from utilizingMRPII (Wight 1981). Today, a
person can open a newspaper, look at the sales advertisements, and easily find computers

forunder $1000. Software capable of running MRPII while not elegant, is functional and
costs as

little

as $4500

(APICS 7197). Browse through any monthly issue of the

magazines APICS or Manufacturing Systems, numerous advertisements can be found for

MRPII software and books for sale which analyze hundreds of systems.
Educationally, companies are still struggling with the organizational disciplines
required of employees to utilize MRPII. APICS has a formal certification process

covering the modules of the MRPII model. Fewer than 10% of people involved directly

to A hot list is a prioritized list of what is needed to ship
real prioriry of a factory .

a customer

order. it usually is considered

as the
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in manufacturing have been formally certified in MRPII concepts. Companies today
perceive MRPII as software that can be plugged in and run immediately and successfully.

What can be concluded about the evolution of MRPII up to recent times is that it
is the result of the marriage of an existing process with technology. MRPII appears to be

working from the viewpoint of mechanism. Words such as "breaks down." "tools," and
"execution" indicate mechanism is the viewpoint that exists early in the history of
MRPII.

MRPII TODAY

ANd

THE NEAR FUTURE

MRPII today is still the same as it was in the 1970's. MRPII takes MRP and
expands

it to cover scheduling on the shop floor and integrates all accounting activities

(Petroff 1993). The industry is seeing expansion of MRPII to interfaces with quality
software, engineering data rnanagement software, bar coding to capture shop floor data,
the Internet, and the supply chain. The fundamental concept of developing one fully
integrated software system still remains and is reflected in the software.

Internal to a compffiy, the organizational aspect of MRPII is today being
examined. Articles claim that the issue is not whether MRPII as a technology is
successful. Rather, the key issue is organizational support for an MRPII system.
Industry consultants will quickly argue that the crucial issues in MRPII are people issues
and how they are managed (Turbide 1995). As stated earlier, the world is entering a

period of manufacturing where intense competition exists. Herein, market niches and
opportunities constantly change. To exist in this environment, we must have
organizations that can cope with these fast-changing environments (Kanter 1989).
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Barekat also supports this theory. He claims that outdated organizational
structures and management attitudes are the main reason for MRPII failures (Barekat

1991). Organizational structures based on hierarchical lines and an orientation of
sommand and control contribute to the inability to manage the business.

To Bywater, the aim of MRPII is to break down the walls befween departments

(Bywater 1994). MRIII should allow for and supportthe free dissemination of

information. It is also pointed out that MRPII is a series ofprocesses (Bywater 1994).
Segmenting the organization into functions impedes the ability of information to flow
through processes. In addition, people are reluctant to bring down functional barriers
because this can make people feel out of control and vulnerable (Bywater 1994).

The implication of the preceding viewpoints is that MRPII affects companies

organizationally, and organizations affect MRPII by their structure. To look at them
separately and discretely is inaccurate. What we can conslude is that MRPII today and

into the near future is a linear continuum r+'ith linear growth. It will be an evolutionary
approach.

MRPII TOMORROW
Looking to the future, MRPII holds many paths. Names and acronyms used today
are

ERp", MES", CIMt3, knowledge-based manufacturing, learning

based scheduling,

Ente.prise Resource Planing (ERP): An accounting oriented information system for identifying and
planning the enterprise-wide resources needed to take, make, ship, and account for customer orders' An
h,nf *yit.m differs from the typical MRPII system in technical requirements such as graphical user
interface, relational database, fourth generation language, and computer assisted software engineering tools
in development, architecture, and portability.

"

,, Acronym for Manufactunng Execution System. A factory floor information and communication system
with several functional capabilities. It includes functions such as operation status, scheduling, document
control, and data collection. It can provide feedback from the factory floor on a real-time basis.
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and autonomous agents.

All

have one concept in common: an attempt to build around a

manufacturing model more encompassing of the organization. Software developers
believe this model allows for flexibility and an ability to react promptly to change.
The manufacturing model being marketed as the successor to MRPII is ERP.
ERP according to the APICS dictionary is an accounting oriented information system for

identiffing and planning the enterprise wide resources needed to take, make, ship, and
account for customer orders (APICS 1995). ERP according to The Gartner group, an

industry leader in manufacturing consulting, remains a concept only. Providers

of

software have yet to agree upon a common model of the ERP system. ERP employs the
latest client-server technology and provides access throughout the enterprise to

information (Bartholomew 1993). In MRP the organization was Sales, Production and
Finance. Today the organization is Financial, Iluman Resources, Distribution, and
Decision Support (Ricciuti !992). Other authors claim there are additional elements to an
effective ERP system. Resource management, docunrentation and lot tracking, customerorder management, and laboratory or engineering data management are these components
(Basta 1995). The consensus of opinions is that the whole organization must be
operating from the same business plan. In summary, ERP appears to be MRPII extended

by the multi-tasking distributed nature of relational databases. This moves MRPII
technologically closer to responding quicker to current business environments. ERP
therefore, is merely the result of a continuous series of refinements on a sound basic idea

(Turbide 1995).

" Acronym for Computer Integrated Manufacturing. The integration of the total manufacturing
organization through the use of computer systems.
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In manufacturing systems design and in academic research, potential successors
to MRPII have common themes. Flexibility, autonom!, self-learning, and knowledgebased manufacturing are all included. Knowledge based manufacturing systems integrate
the mechanics of MRPII with product data management to meet the needs

of

responsiveness, speed to market, and reduced cycle time. These systems purportedly

eliminate the rigidity of MRPII systems (Repath 1993). Knowledge based systems utilize
rules to configure the product being scheduled by the planning system. These systems

today are known as Configure-to-Order systems.
Another potential successor for the MRPII model is a concept called Networked
Business Objects (NBO). NBO envisions the need for manufacturers to become much

more agile by communicating via "objects" with suppliers and other collaborators
(Strothman 1995). The objects would be similar to icons now available on a Windows
based interface. An example of NBO would be a person who seeks to buy a computer.

A

search is sent out via the Intemet trying to match the "objects" representing the

specifications of the computer buyer with like "objects" available from computer

manufacturers. The entire NBO process happens automatically, without human
involvement, other than the person who placed the original order (Strothman 1995). An
analogy to NBO is what Sears did in the 1970's and 1980's with children's clothes. They
sold a line of clothing called "Garanimals" where the buyer could matchthe anirnal
shapes found on information tags to develop a coordinating wardrobe for children.

Two additional ideas are being explored within the academic arena, One is
autonomous agents. Autonomous agents can be considered information filters that
acquire and recognize factors pertaining to decision making. The agents make decisions
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based on these current factors (Solberg,

Lin 1992). A framework

has been developed

where market-like models control workflow, and a combination of objectives and price

mechanisms. Multiple job priorities, resources, and objectives compete based on
negotiation models to complete and flow work through a manufacturing system (Solberg,

Lin I 992). Their framework

and

initial results suggest

a foundation for

highly adaptive,

real-time shop floor control (Solberg, Lin 1992).
Another model being researched is learning based scheduling, Learning based
scheduling is developed through learning by experimentation, simulation modeling, and

inductive learning (Piramuthu, Raman, Shaw 1994). Over time, this model will learn
constantly and insrementally because of feedback between the components of learning
based scheduling (Piramuthu et al. 1994). Experimental results of this model indicate

this adaptive system is especially suited for handling scheduling jobs in dynamic
environments, characterized by greater variations in processing times (Piramuthu et al.
l gg4).

4
'

Summary

MRPII is branching out into research and industry practice. One path researchers
and developers are on is the orderly evolving technical expansion of

MRPII. ERP is an

example of this. Another direction researchers are pursuing but software programmers
have yet to develop, is an autonomous self-learning system. An example seen is in

Solberg and Lin's work. The only application of autonomous self-learning systems I
have found is the work accomplished and implemented at Deere and Co. There,

Lin and Piramuthu et. al. appear to have elements of
'o Bott models, Solberg and
deals with shop floor scheduling and uot the complete MRPII model.

CAS. Their model only
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employees with the help of a l\tlassachusetts software company, used genetic algorithmsls

to develop a functional shop floor scheduling package. What is interesting is that on both
counts, researchers and developers appeil to be continuing to forge a way for an
assumption of one fully integrated system. Nowhere yet have I found anyone working on
a series

of separate modules that can interact and work together such as agents in a CAS

wou1d.

In summary, MRPII is described as a planning and control system that obtains its
outlook from the pyramidal, planning and control organizational mentality developed in
the 1960's. This organizational modality of plan, direct, and control has as its roots, the
automotive industry. Alfred Sloan, referred to earlier, took the division of labor theory
that Adam Smith developed and applied it to the organizational structure of General

Motors. This application by Sloan resulted in the pyramidal structure presented above
and seen in many organizations today. This means MRPII is the current form of an

evolving process of breaking a whole concept down into its components. This reduction
is being done in an attempt to plan and control the complete organization by planning and

controlling its parts. To move from

a metaphor

of plan and control to emerge and adapt,

the concept of metaphors must be explored and understood. Chapter three defines and
explores the concept of metaphors and its use in MRPII.

" A computer string of code to represent an activity within

a system
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Chapter

3

Concept of Metaphors
Metaphors are words that transform from the object it normally designates to an
object it may designate only by implicit comparison (American Heritage 1976).

According to Lakoff and Johnson, they are much more. In terms of our ordinary
conceptual system where both thinking and acting are fundamentally metaphorical in

nature . .. our concepts structure what we perceive, how we get around in the world, and
how we relate to other...what we do every day is very much a matter of metaphor ...the
essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one

kind of thing in terms of

another (Lakoff, Johnson 1980). For example, the metaphor "argument as war" is subtly
part of many debates. Examine the following statements:

Your claims are indefensible.
He attacked every weak point in my argurnent.
His criticisms were right on target.
I demolished his argument.
I've never won an argument with him.
You disagree? Okay, shoot!
If you use that strategy, he'll wiue vou out.
(Lakoff, Johnson 1980)
He shot down all my arguments
--J---UJ'-

In both argument and wffi, we defend positions, win or lose, and strategize how to get
from point A to point

B,

Metaphors are more than poetic words. They reveal how

people view and experience the world.
Metaphors are important because they provide insight into how concepts are

regarded. Lakoff and Johnson cite these metaphors: time is money, the mind is a
machine, ffid life is a gambling game, as examples of how people take concepts and

visualize them in terms of something more concrete. Examining a series of statements
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describing an event, object, or system provides clues to the metaphorical concept hehind
the event, object, or system.

Current Metaphor of MRJII
As a concept and system, MRPII was developed by people such as Oliver Wight
and employees of Tennant and Twin

Disc. If metaphors serve

as a

valid lens on how

people perceive their world, then looking at the statements by people that explain and
describe MRPII should provide clues to the current metaphor under which MRPII

operates. My review of books and articles pertaining to MRPII leads to the conclusion
the metaphor under which MRPII operates is, MRPII is a "mechanism". MRPII is
mechanical because highlighted words that follow describe various aspects of a
mechanical production process. The process to identiff the current metaphor consisted

of

locating and compiling descriptive and topic sentences in articles. These articles either
explained MRPII, dealt with issues relateC to MRPII, or examined components of the

MRPII model. From this examination,

a key

words list including the number of

occurrences of each key word is created (see pg. 35) in an effort to identify descriptive
patterns demonstrating the current metaphor of MRPII. The findings repeatedly show

MRPII being referred to as an object used in a mechanistic environment or as an activity
occurring in a mechanistic environment.
For instance, Maskell describes MRPII as follows: "Much of the ptoblem lies in
the traditional manufacfuring resource plaruring (MRPII) approach, which adopts a rigid,
ouerations research approach to solving production and inventory problems

..

.

For

example, Oliver Wight called MRPII the method for unlocking America's productivity

-
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potential ... managers view their MRPII implementation strictly as a new computer
system, instead of viewing it as part of radical improvements to their husiness methods
.. . Traditional systems develop a model and drive the plant based on a specific approach

to production ...What remains out of line are the closed loop of shop floor control.
complex cost accounting systems , .. The traditional production contJol system ran on a
central computer coruIected to terminals..." (Maskell, 1994).

Oliver Wight wrote these thoughts portraying MRPII: "The closed loop MRP
system solved the problem of having redundant scheduling systems ...From the days
when the master schedule began to be recognized as the key input to MRP ... MRPII is a
system that includes manufacturing, ftnance, marketing, engineering, purchasing,

distribution... MRPII evolved from the closed loop system ... Technically it's not much
different from closed loop MRP...MRPII is a simulator... MRPII simulates reality"
(Wight, 1981).
Petroff explained MRPII as an "Expanded approach to production resource
planning, involving other areas of a firm in the planning process, such as marketing and

finance". Petroff also saw MRPII as a mechanical device with the following statement:
". .

It is generally conceived now

as

being a total, companywide system with everyone

working with the same game plan, using the same numbers, and capable of simulation to
plan and test strategies" (Petroff, 1993).

Two standard texts in the production field characterize MRPII. The first relates
"MRP and MRPII

as the engine section is

primarily concerned with the dis-aggregation

of amasterproduction schedule into the resultant set

of@...

and "When execution on

the shop floor was irnproved, attention naturally turned to the front end" (Vollman, Berrlr,
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Whybark. 1988). The second states MRP and MRPII are a: "Manufactudng qontrol
system.. . a formal system within which top management can corrmunicate business
objectives to the entire organization.. .MPS drives the entire manufacturing control
system

..

.the word manufacturing conjures up the idea of factory in many people's mind

... The logical extension of MRPII is to tie in customers" (Greene, 1987).
Arnold, the author of

a

certification test in the APICS16 field, presents this

description of MRPII: "At each level in the manufacturing planning and control system,
the priority plgg must be tested

...."

Further, the section heading to one of Arnold's

chapters is titled, "Making the Production PIaE" (Arnold, 1996). Additionally, the

APICS dictionary describes MRPII as, "a set of computer supported planning and
scheduling toolg designed to allow management to control production scheduling..."

(APrCS,

1998).

:

Sandras, a writer for the publishing company of Oliver Wight material, which

invented MRPII, states the following: MRPII '*indicates the strength of manufacturing
resource planning as a plaruring toql...Manufacturing Resource Planning incorporates the

elements of Closed Loop Materials Requirements Planning...thus allowing users to

control these functions more effectively than ever. .. Manufacturing has a very structured
approach to production..." (Sandras, 1989). Brian Maskell is an authorwho looks at the

technological and organizational aspects of MRPII. He depicts MRPII with the following
two statements. "MRPII could be psdarugd using a computer... MRPII takes the
approach that a company is not a series of independent activities" (Maskell, 1994).

tu

APICS, American Production and Inventory Control Society. APICS produces and manages a series
certification tests for the production and Inventory Conftol profession.

of
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Bywater writes about MRPII in articles:"Oliver Wight again: MRPII is control of
the business.

.. Sanderson's MRIII system

has resulted

in significant improvements in

planning and control" (Bywater, 1994). Sheldon cofitments: "If I had to sum up MRPII

in one word it the word I would choose is discipline. Allowed three words, they would
be discipline. performance measuremenl; this is what MRPII is

about". Sheldon's

articles include "systems/1ools, (and)...What is the real meaning of MRPII?: Teaching

your organization to measure results, Learning from the measures to eliminate badness,
Trusting each other to be accountable," as well as the remark "Do not make the mistake

of letting inventory reduction drive your MRPII implementation (Sheldon, 1991).
In an article written for engineers, Ray Martin wrote: "Typical MRPII systems are
designed to support the traditional manufacturing organizational structure with three core

functions.. . Dispatch lists produced by MRPII systems are rarely followed. .. Typically,
three main breakdown areas in MRPII environments include the

following" (Martin,

l ees).

Various miscellaneous authors add the following comments about MRPII. "Each
of the five customer orders in the backlog is wpighed against the others... The MPS is
transferred as an essential input to the MRP run which can be executed immediately ...In
order to sontrol for the SMPStT model's behavior over time... resources can be
considered as variables" (Ronen/Rozen, 1992). "systems on the other hand are tools-to
help people perform their jobs" (Mozeson, 1991). "MRPII creates a complete closed

loop management facility.. get organized and in c-qntrol with MRPII" (Turbide, 1995).
"Conventional MRPII manufacturing systems work poorly in environments with short
manufacturing cycles" (Repath, 1993). "Master production schedule.... It is the major
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input for planning... Prior to stockless productionl*... most companies operated on either
a monthly ordering system or on the basis of

MRP" (Hall, 1983). "The initial intent for

MRPII was to p]g4 and monitor all the resources of

a

manufacturing firm" (Aquilano,

Chase, Davis, 1995). Additional randomly selected resources include passages regarding

MRPII: "MRPII ... Output from these systems..." (APICS dictionary, 1998). "There are
two major output forms that arepossible from MRP." (S&Tle certification review course,
1992). "The elements that compose the production and inventory management system
must work in an integrated manner if the system is to operate effectively" (CPIM20 exam
content manual, 1998).

Tracking key words and occurrences of key words from the previous sentences
yields the following list. In parenthesis next to the word is the number of times the word
appears.

control (8)

Method (2)

idea of factory

tool (5)

perform (2)

design (1)

plan (4)
drive (3)
test (3)

input (2)
operate (2)
output (2)
rigid or structure
(2)

variables (l)
monitor(1)

closed

loop (3)

tie in (1)

(l)

breakdowns (1)
organize (l)

produce (1)
create (1)

work

(l)

measure (1)
executed (1)

solved the

problem (1)
front-end (l)
discipline (l)
Transferred (l)
ran (1)
engine (1)

is a simulator (1)

weighed (1)

Table 1: Current metaphor keyword table

A survey of this table shows MRPII is viewed

as a

tool, as a step in a mechanical process,

or as an element of a mechanistic subject such as mathematics or physics. Hence, the
current metaphor of MRPII is a mechanism.

l7

Strategic master production system
Stockless production is synonymous with Just-in-Time Manufacturing. It is a philosophy of
manufacturing based on planned elimination of all waste and on continuous improvement of productivity.
" S & T: Systems and Technology. This coluse is one of six tests out of seven modules that must be
passed to obtain the CPIM designation.
This is one of two designations given to
'o CPIM' Certified in Production and lnventory Management.
individuals who successfully pass the certification exams.
r8
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What this metaphor of MRPII means is ttre model of N{RPII is seen from the
perspective of the sciences of Gaiiieo, Newton, ffid Descartes. Their view of the world is

everything is linear and therefore predictable. These figures influenced the world's

thinking to an unquestionable degree. "It was their ideas that operated as a transparent
overlay to everyone's actions. These ideas were a perfect match for the Industrial-Age"
(Sherman, Schultz 1998). MRPII is seen as an arrangement of serial steps, each

beginning with the forecast, driving the next step until a product is shipped. Feedback
loops in the model process changes in the plan when results do not match plan. The
purpose of feedback loops is to bring the projected plan back in sync with what actually
happened on the floor because not all factors affecting production were accounted for.

Additionally, MRPII software utilizes a concept known

as

planning factors. These

factors allow for the modification of production plans based on the need to account for all
elements affecting production. This is based on the assumption that accurate predictions

of the variability of scrap and yield can be,made, and thereby accurately predict results.
Once again, a mechanistic orientation is used.
The movement of MRPII to ERP grew to covermore aspects of the complete

manufacturing business in addition to technical improvements. This assessment is based
on the supposition that we can accurately plan and control all aspects of our business just

by adding software coverage to more portions of
a

it.

The effect of the curent metaphor is

reinforcement of the same linear thinking that pervades MRPII today. "Holding on to

rules... is nothing more than resistance to change...Unfortunately, this kind of thinking
only constricts the system's life flow more and hastens decline (Sherrnan, Schultz, 1998).
Contemporary writings by Barker, Barekat, Fisher and Archer on MRPII identiff six
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areas where

MRPII systems fail. They are: 1) organizational structure,2) data accuracy,

3) timing, 4) rigidity, 5) complexity, and 6) feedback, Authorities on this topic contend

if

these issues are resolved, the scheduling process becomes effective. Looking at the six

topics one sees the metaphor of mechanism written all over them: structure, data,
accuracy, timing, and rigidity are all words that are part of the production vocabulary. It
appears authorities believe we can solve mechanistic problems using more of the same

medicine that has gotten MRPII where it is today. Sherman and Schultz claim that this
approach

will not work. MRPII is a computerized technique that uses a serial

approach

to managing the production process as shown in their statement: "feedback involving
nonlinear behaviors cannot be adequately dealt with sequentially, but only in parallel"
(Sherman, Schultz 1998). According to Sherman and Schultz, mechanistic linear
feedback is appropriate whenwe are dealing with the relationship of rules and things, and

non-linear feedback is appropriate when we are dealing with the relationship of rules and
behaviors such as those found in MRPII (1998).

Summary
This brief exploration of the history of manufacturing, the development of MRPII
in the context of manufacturing history, and the current metaphor under which MRPII
operates has demonstrated that MRPII is a progressive outgrowth of a linear mechanistic

manufacturing metaphor. MRPII operates under a metaphor of mechanism which is the
result of manufacturing being operated from the NeMonian viewpoint of linearity. The

next step is to view MRPII with complex adaptive systems (CAS) as its metaphor.
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ChaPter 4

Introduction
Fundamental principles of nature have become a contemporary topic. Authors
such as Penrose, Weinberg, and Gell-Mann write about the relationship of quantum

physics and a grand theory of nature. Kauffrnan, Hollffid, Hofstadter, Goodwin, and
Davies describe math, genetics, ffid biology as a window into understanding the
fundamental laws of nature. Moreover, Lovelock, Gould, and Lewin write about the
archaeological and ecological aspects of nature as fundamental principles. Each group

of

authors comes at the issue from a different perspective, but their point of intersection is
the concept of complex systems. These authors believe the earth, humanity, and the
universe are complex systems, systems that are constantly in flux and interactive with

their environment. In addition, they exist at a balance on the edge of some unknown

point. This unknown point appears to be the focus of the authors' investigations.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a brief exploration of the primary authors
on complex adaptive systems and select one model as the new metaphor to evaluate

MRPII for new insights. First is an overview of the main writings of primary authors
followed by a more extensive examination of the model selected. As pan of the
examination, connections to events and situations in manufacturing are presented leading

to the connection that MRPII can be examined under the metaphor of CAS.

Complex Adaptive Systems
Three authors, Kauffinan, Gell-Manr1, and HollaJrd, are selected as the focus

this chapter for three reasons. First, they are the three authors who have spent the

of
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greatest amount of time examining the area of complex adaptive systems as a model for
systems that exist at the edge of chaos.zl Second, they come the closest to presenting

models of how CAS operate. Third, and most important, they are the three authors other

writers on complexity science gravitate towards as primary references."
Kauffrnan, Gell-Marlrl, and Holland believe CAS can be viewed as representative

of systems. This thesis asserts CAS can be a metaphorical model that represents systems
of how we act and behave in manufacturing scheduling. Because Kauffinan, Gell-Mann,
and Holland have written a significant amount about CAS, an examination of the three

writers' viewpoints and knowledge of CAS is necessary to incorporate their knowledge
into the framework of my metaphorical model,
Kauffrnan (1995) identifies complex systems as systems where order and selforganization evolve from chaotic behavior. This occurs when the system reaches

a

threshold, or level of interaction wherein a self-sustaining network of reactions occurs,
and the system organizes into patterns of functionality. Kauffinan states, "one hopes to

explain, understand, and even predict the occulrence of these generic emergent
properties; however, one gives up the dream of predicting the details" (Kauffinan 1995).

To Kauffinan, the characteristic predicting the probability of an event but not the specific
detail of the event, is a defining characteristic of complex systerns. He sites the example

of ontogen!, the development of a fertilized egg into

a human

being, as a prime example

of how we know what the result will be based on general principles, but not what the
specific detailed result will be until the event happens.

2'

The edge of chaos is the point where a system exists between self-organized patterns and chaos (the
absence of organization).

Kauffman and Gell-Mann appear to be cited most when discussing CAS from a descriptive point of view
Holland appears to be cited most when authors are examining the computation/technical aspects of CAS.
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Another characteristic of complex adaptive systems is their ability to do
computations on information. Kauffinan portrays computable algorithms as a

mathematical set of procedures and formulas that generate answers to aproblem (1995).

In addition, Kauffinan implies that complex systems existing at the edge of chaos and
equilibrium are tuned to virtual information processing perfection. These systems are
capable of responding and changing in an effective mannerwith respect to their own
existence because they can effectively process information. The visual identifier

of

effective processing is the numerical patterns and results seen in lattice or neural nets,
and the symmetry seen in chemical reaction patterns (Kauffrnan 1995). In simpler

language, Kaufinann claims organized systems must be effective processing information"

If they did not, they would tumble into chaos. Kaufrnann

uses a visual representation to

symbolize systems in action. His belief is the most effective processing point is right on
the edge of chaos and organization. Kauffrnan spends considerable time demonstrating
behaviors of complex systems. It appears he believes this demonstration of multiple
occurrences are proof of (or prove) the existence of complex systems. However,

Kauffinan does not spend much time rigorously defining and categorizing the traits and
mechanism of complex systems. Overall, Kauffinan's work is rich in vision and rich in

experimentation. Much of it is supported by concepts from quantum physics and appears
understandable, and even inspirational. The value of his work lies in visualizing what the

future of systems thinking can be. Kauffinan's writings are instrumental to this thesis for
presenting what MRPII can look like with CAS as a metaphor because his work helps

explain the environmental systems within which manufacturing exists. In addition,
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Kauftnann's work will play a role in understanding implications for leadership with CAS
as the metaphor for

MRPII.

Gell-Mann in his book, The Quark and the Jaguar, employs the majority of his
time explaining what quantum physics is, and his belief in their role in the fundamental
laws of nature (Gell-Mann, 1994). In the early part of his exploration, Gell-Mann
explains how quantum physics is still very much a study of the probability of properties

of systems. In greater detail than Kauffinan, Gell-Mann reinforces the concept of
predicting with great accuracy the probability of events, but not the outcome of a specific
event (Gell-Mann 1994).

In early portions of his book, Gell-Mann defines his understanding of complex
adaptive systems. The common feature of CAS is they acquire information about its

environment and its own interaction with that environment (Gell-Mann 1994). These
CAS also identiff regularities in that information and condense the regularities into
schema or models (Gell-Mann 1994). CAS then interact with their environment based on

the schema developed. To support his concept, Gell-Mann uses the example of hailing a

taxi during rush hour traffic. You notice that taxis with passengers have their roof lights

off,

so you must need a taxi

with

a

roof light on. Then you notice a further refinement.

Some taxis have lights on, but only the inner-light is on and the outer light is

lit with

a

"out of service" light. What you need then is a taxi with the inner-light on, and the
external light off (Gell-Mann 1994). To Gell-Mann, this process of refining information
received to effectively solve a situation confronted with, is an example of effective

behavior of a CAS.
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A second characteristic of CAS according to Gell-Mann, is the tendency to
generate other CAS (Gell-Mann 1994).

"Life

gave human beings as complex systems,

and immune systems and learning processes as subsidiary CAS. Their learning
processes created the development for symbolic language that expanded into other CAS

called cultural activities such as societies, organizations, economies, and the scientific

enterprise. Futurists even speculate man's ability to create newer CAS by being wired
directly to computers (Gell-Mann 1994)".

A third and major characteristic according to Gell-Mann is the ability and
conlmonality across CAS to handle information. Gell-Marul proposes CAS process
information in the following manner. First, a CAS receives a stream of information.
This can take the form of images, sounds, or even smells. Second, the CAS identifies
regularities in the information and condenses it into a schema" o, model. The purpose is
to filter out the arbitrary from the regularities to make sense of the events occurring.
Third, the CAS interacts with its environment based on how it predicts the environment

will act. An example would
we

will

be taking a psychological test and predicting what pictures

be shown based on what has previously been shown. Last, the CAS observes the

consequenses of its prediction and action, and based on these obsewations, the CAS
feeds back information into the schema to refine the schema for future use in the cycle.

A comparable model would be what occurs in Total Quality Management in
manufacturing. Manufacturers continually refine their processes so their products can
become increasingly competitive, succeed, and flourish in the marketplace.

Like Kauffinan, Gell-Mann describes the behavior of CAS. His effott is
important because in conjunction with Kauffinan's work it helps us identiff a CAS when

12

we encounter

it.

What is missing in Gell-Mann's work are the mechanisms that cause

CAS to act the way they do, and why. Gell-Mann believes Quantum Physics and its
fundamental laws play a significant role. My sense is Gell-Mann believes Quantum
Physics are the foundation of matter and CAS are combined elements of nature and
existence, therefore Quantum Physics must play a significant role at the core of CAS

behavior. The struggle is to understand Quantum Physics. It is a science so abstract it is
nearly impossible to relate the concepts to daily life. A question arises then. How can a
psrson identify a CAS from a Quantum Physics standpoint if he cannot comprehend the
concepts of Quantum Physics?

Holland's model of CAS
The need for a straightforward grasp of CAS is the reason this thesis uses the
models of CAS developed by John Holland for the basis of comparison. Holland's
characteristics and mechanisms are fairly well defined (Holland, 1995). They are easily
applicable to events occurring in daily life as well as to manufacturing scheduling and

leadership. They are described using words and ideas found in manufacturing,
leadership, and organizations.

Complex Adaptive Systems, according to Holland, are systems that demonstrate
coherence under change (Holland, 1995). These systems are made up of a large number

of agents that are diverse in form and capability. The agents adapt by changing the rules
under which they live, as personal experience accumulates. In Holland's book, Hidden

2'A schema to Gell-Mann is identical to what Holland calls a genetic algorithm.
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Order (Holland, lg95), seven properties and mechanisms of a CAS are pressnted2a. The
properties are Aggregation, Non-linearity, Flows, and Diversity. The mechanisms of a

CAS are Tagging, Internal Models, and Building Blocks. Holland believes we cannot

fully understand

a concept such as CAS unless we develop solid models about their

behavior. An example of this challenge is understanding Kaufinann's connection of
virtual information processing perfection to visual images of pattems. On the surface
there appears to be no connection at all. To Holland, these models must be

mathematically based. I believe we can understand CAS on a level that allows us to
accept their presence when we look at CAS metaphorically because we can discern their

existence in the actions of everyday

life. Observing

changing weather patterns, watching

a stand of trees move in waves when the wind blows, or the unexpected reaction and

conversation that results when employees are asked what they enjoy most about their

work, are just a few examples of events that cannot be entirely explained on a
mechanistic, input-output basis. Yet intuitively, we feel a thrill of intuitive understanding
about these events that is ineffable.

Properties of CAS
The first property of Holland's CAS is Aggregation. Aggregation is the way we
group and categorize like objects. It is the emergence of complex large-scale behaviors

from the aggregate interactions of less complex agents (Holland,1995). Aggregates so
formed can in turn act as agents at a higher level. Examples of systems that ag$egate are
the economy where firms combine to create systems of consumption and expenditure for
properties to Holland appear to be distinctive attributes the reader can observe in CAS. Mechanisms
upp.ur to be significant activities taking place in CAS. To make it easier for this writer to understand the

2a
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the larger whole of society. Another example of agents that combine to create larger
aggregate systems are our immune and nervous systems. Individual antibodies and

neurons combine to develop and describe our larger ability to prevent infestion and
respond behaviorally to our environment.

In manufacturing, at least three somponents make up a supply chain: the
customer, the manufacturer, and the supplier of raw materials to the manufacturer. Each
element acts as an agent within the supply chain. Doing business together is an example

of Holland's concept of agents aggregating to become a larger or meta-agent.zs Holland
declares aggregation is the emergence of complex behavior from the combining

of

several meta-agents. Joining together of several supply chains results in the emergence

of a manufactured product being produced. Medtronic Inc., at the April 1999 meeting of
the Twin Cities chapter of APICS26 announced

it would compete with other businesses

based on how fast their supply chain could respond. Here we have an example

of

Holland's emerging of complex behavior based on the actions and aggregations of
smaller agents making up the whole.
The second property of CAS is Non-linearity. Linearity is the ability to determine
the value or result of the whole by summing up the individual parts. Non-linearity is just
the opposite. The whole is not just the sum of the parts. Rather, the sum of the parts
leads to a total that is greater than the sum.

An example of Non-linearity is a sports team where players talk about something
magical occurring when teammates reach a level of comfort and understanding with their

difference between properties and mechanisms, properties are viewed as nouns and mechanisms as verbs.
2s
A meta-agent is a collection of agents into a larger entity that can be considered an agent. This agent, or
meta-agent is an aggregation of numerous individual agents.
'u Refer to page 3 for explanation of the APICS organization
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teammates. As a result, they are able to anticipate and project events because they

"know" what their teammate will do. It's a feeting of surrealism or foretelling the future.
Athletes call this "The zone". Ultimately the team achieves greater results than the
collection of individual talents would suggest.

An example of this in manufacturing is forecasting and production lot sizing. We
use formulas such as linear extrapolation to predict the future. There is an implied

assumption that there is a direct link or corurection between the future and what happened

in the past. When manufacturing turns to methods such as Delphr" rn situations where a
stable product history does not exist, they obtain results that are more creative, robust,
and accurate than linear approaches tend to achieve. An example is found in computers.

A local manufacturer of computers is looking for new

avenues for its product. The

company sought out a potential customer as the expert and worked to develop a
consensus on what the industry standard should be for embedded computers in vehicles

in the transportation industry. Without the potential customer acting as the panel of
experts, the computer manufacturer would have been unable to accurately speciff and
design acceptable industry standards.

A third, more tetling example of non-linearity is the contact between a purchasing
agent and his or her contact with a sales representative. The purchasing agent contacts

the sales representative to complain about the pricing, service and quality of a raw

material. The purchasing agent insists on a price reduction to compensate for the extra
effort their organization has to expend dealing with this raw material. The purchasing
agent is expecting a cost reduction. Here the purchasing agent has an expectation of a
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linear reaction. My complaint leads to a direct price reduction. Event "A" leads directly
to event

"8".

The sales representative however gives a non-linear response. The sales

representative not only sells the purchasing agent the raw material in question, the sales
representative sells other raw materials to the same purchasing agent in significant

quantities. This leads the sales representative to offer price reductions not only on the
raw material in question, but on the other raw materials as well. The sales representative
responds in a non-linear manner. Event

"A" did not lead directly to event '08". Event

"A" led to events "8", "C", and "D". This multiplicative result is an example of nonlinearity.

ln CAS, linearity does not appear to work. Interactions of CAS or systems that
retain coherence under modification, display behavior similar to those that exist in
predator-prey relationships. Predator-prey relationships display behavior similar to those

found in Lotka-Volterra equations: a series of oscillations between extremes never
settling into a steady state. In predator-prey relationships such as the wolf-rabbit
relationship, we start with small wolf populations and large rabbit populations. The wolf
population is able to increase because of the abundance of prey, the rabbit. This growth
in the wotf population causes a decrease in the rabbit population because an increasing
number of wolves feed on rabbits. This action causes an opposite trend in the rabbit

population. The rabbit population decreases

as

mors rabbits are being eaten by an

increasing population of wolves. Eventually the relationship of wolves and rabbits
reaches a point where

wolf populations begin to starve and die off because of the absence

of rabbits for food. The wolf population now begins dwindling in response to the lack of
,'Delphi is a forecasting technique used in situations where there is no historical precedence to project into
the future. A panel of experts are polled and work towards a consensus opinion. This consensus opinion
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food and the rabbit population begins to grow again due to a lessening number of
predators (Holland, 1995). This implies that CAS has motions that are constantly
changing, constantly evolving. Kauffinan reinforces this when he cites the BelosovZhabotinski2s reaction in a simple chemical system where chemicals constantly mix and
react but never settle into a steady state. This is all evidence that systems survive and
continue when they continually transform.
The third property of CAS Holland describes is a concept called flows. For
purposes of CAS, Holland does not imply the flow of goods or money across systems.
Instead, he observes flows in terms of movement of resources across nodes via

connectors. Nodes in CAS are the agents of a system that act as processors of resources.
Connectors are the interactions between nodes. They tie agents together. A conceptual
example is information as a resource flowing across a computer network as the
connections via computers that act as the nodes. Another example is the supply chain in

manufacturing. Suppliers manufacture raw materials into components to sell to other
manufacturers who use these components to build other components that are sold to end

consumers. ln this example, manufacturers are the nodes, the process of converting raw
material into manufactured components is the resource, and the chain of transportation

from supplier to manufacturer to customer acts as the connectors.
Two main properties of flows conceptually come from the field of economics.
These properties ars called the multiplying effect and the recycling effect. The

multiplying effect is a set of resources being passed from node to node, possibly being
transformed along the way, and producing a chain of changes (Holland 1995). Holland

becomes the forecast.

'* A chemical reaction that demonsffates the spontaneous emergence of order in a simple chemical

system.
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uses the example of money being earned and spent repeatedly throughout an economy.

In day to day life, we also observe this multiplying effect. New leadership comes to an
organization and the new leader attempts to propagate a new set of initiatives and values
throughout the company. The leader's ability to succeed depends on what nodes he/she
is working through, if we can refer to people at the moment as nodes, and what the

nodes' connectors are.
In manufacturing, we look at the effect receiving an order from the customer has
on a manufacturing plant. The receipt of the order sends a ripple through the order entry
department to enter the order, check the customer's credit, and verify the ability to ship
the order in the stated leadtime. The entry of the order sends a ripple to manufacturing to

review the order, schedule purchase of raw materials, schedule production time, and
ultimately build the product the customer ordered. The building of the product sends
ripples to the Quality department to manage the processss that ensure quality, the
Packaging department to prepare the product to ship, the Shipping department to ship the

product, and the Accounts Receivable department to bill and collect the customer's

money. The above string of activities occurs

as the

main set of events resulting from the

entry of a single order. Clearly we have a multiplying of activities resulting from the

initiation of one activity.
The multiplying effect refers to the effect cycles have in a network (Holland

1995). Holland states that while not surprising, the output of a system is increased when
the system recycles its information. What he does imply is awe at the great effect

recycling has on a system. His example is the rain forest where recycling of resources
allows the rain forest to harbor up to 10,000 different species within a single tree.
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Holland's point here is that recycling appeffs to be a property that promotes diversity and
growth of resources. In terms of CAS the question is: can recycling as a flow property be
a

contributor to diversity and evolution of information as a resource?
Again, we can find examples of the recycling effect. Companies recycle their

history by consciously retelling their corporate history in the hopes that employees will
make connections to the compffiy, understand their part in the compffiY, and thereby
produce significant contributions to the company. My sense is leadership believes

knowing

a company's

history provides meaning.

The same thing happens on college campuses. Go into any building and you

will

find portraits of those who have had a significant impact on the college. Granted, the
portrait is a memorial, it is also the hope of leadership to pass on a statement that great
works had been accomplished there by great individuals. The paintings serve as a hope
to inspire and continue recreating the spirit and work done by others before us.
The fourth and last property of CAS identified by Holland is Diversity. Diversity

to Holland while not explicitly defined, appears to be variation. Variety in agents and
interactions exist and occur in a CAS. Holland believes the existence of agents depends
on the context provided by other agents, and the agents that exploit new possibilities are

the ones who

will survive (Holland 1995). Holland

uses the example of the Monarch and

Viceroy butterfly to demonstrate diversity. The Monarch butterfly uses the nectar of the
milkweed plant to produce a bitter taste to predators who might attack

it.

The Viceroy

butterfly utilizes mimicry to look like the Monarch and thus avails itself to the defenses
the Monarch has developed over time.
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Holland also cites convergence in biology as an example of developing diversity.
In CAS, when an agent is removed from the system, other agents move into the
abandoned niche, adapt to

fill in for the missing

need, and thereby open up even more

new niches. In biology, the creature called ichthyosaur of the Triassic seas filled much
the same niche as the porpoise does today. Holland contends that the ichthyosaur
disappeared and then the porpoise with modified physiology, appeared over evolutionary

time and filled the niche left open by the ichthyosaur (Holland, 1995).

It is Holland's position there needs to be understanding regarding how
leaves an open niche wherein other agents step in,
appears that this

an agent

filling the niche in a unique way. It

filling the niche propagates the system. In manufacturing, consider

agents to be computers or people, and resources are information or ideas, when a niche is

left open, people step in with new ways of succeeding, or information steps in a new form
to fill the niche. An example is the Materials Manager who steps in when the Purchasing
Agent leaves the company. It is the manager's intention to perform the purchasing
function long enough to gain insight into the position and then hire a new Purchasing

Agent. In the process of purchasing, the Materials Manager discovers how to change the
process so that the determination of demand takes five minutes instead of four hours per

week. This creates diversity and novel adaptation,

a desired state

in process

improvement. Understanding how and why diversity occurs helps the leader effectively
face the dynamics of organizational change.
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Mechanisms of CAS

In addition to his four properties of CAS, Holland also identif,res three
mechanisms that occur in a CAS. Mechanisms in CAS are actions the CAS appears to
take to allow it to continuously evolve. These three mechanisms are Tagging, Internal

Models, and Building Blocks.
Tagging is not explicitly defined. Holland states tags facilitate the formation of
aggregates (Holland 1995). His examples include the flag that identifies a country, or a
header on a bulletin board that identifies an organization, or even the logo of a sports

team that identifies a club. A tag appears to be an identifier label. This label or tag
according to Holland, allows us to identiff hidden symmetries, Symmetries, as Holland
uses the word, means revealing that which has previously been concealed. Once tags are

revealed, they allow agents in a systern to selectively interact (Holland 1995). Examples

of how tags operate are: selective mating in biology, catalysts identifoing substrates they
can bond with, and messages looking for matching headers. Tags therefore appear to

interact heavily with the property of flows. Agents attempt to use those flows that allow
them to propagate and evolve.

At this point, the question arises: how will the agent find the flow that is most
beneficial? The answer is it can do so by looking for the tag of the flow that has the
resources the agent needs most. Tags act as filters and facilitate cooperation between
agents over a network of nodes. As agents combine, this leads to the emergence of metaagentsze and meta-meta-agents.

Ultimately then, tags are the mechanism behind

organization.

2e

meta-agents are agent which combine to create a larger cluster of agents.
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In manufacturing life we see similar activities. Organizations have departmental
names to

identiff where people work. This

need to interact.

assists

in seeking out people with whom we

At home, we use street names and numerical addresses. They help

businesses identify and interact with clients, thereby developing a marketplace. In

religious organizations, we have named affiliations that help individuals organize around
particular beliefs. Tags appear to also support the property of aggregation as they allow
people to group and organize according to what is known and familiar.
The second mechanism of Holland's CAS is Internal Models. Holland's concept

of internal models is similar to Gell-Mann's definition of schema and Holland states as

such. Schema are inputs of information that are filtered and grouped into regularities,

so

that a representation of the actions taking place are being modeled (Gell-Marur 1994).

This model is used for anticipating actions. When the modeled event performs an

activity, the result of the activity is compared to what was predicted. The difference is
fed back into the internal model for refinement. Therefore, the internal model can more

accurately predict future actions being modeled. Holland cites many examples of internal
models, the wolf basing its movements on landmarks and scents, bacterium swimming up
a glucose gradient, and computers predicting movement

in games of chess. Holland's

position is that CAS use internal models to anticipate what they should do next.
In MRPII, scheduling what to produce is part of a basic concept of supply versus
demand. If demand is less than supply, MRPII will not schedule production. What
happens though when the quantity in supply is conditional? In other words, certain

supplies can only be used with certain types of demand. The internal model the

production scheduler would use in an MRPII environment would tell him or her to set up
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a new part number

for each type of supply. If the production scheduler is in an

environment which will not sanction this activity, then the production scheduler has to
change the internal model to adapt and continue to exist in the environment.

By definition, CAS are constantly changing and evolving into novel forms.
Internal models are used to anticipate and predict how to next behave. How does a CAS

effectively use internal models to predict what's constantly changing? To answer this we
start

with an assumption; past events have little meaning into the future.3O It is here

probability and statistics gives us some conceptual insights, Probability and statistics is
predicated on the probability of a group of like events occurring. It cannot predict with

certainty what specific event will happen. Thus, prediction within internal models within
concepts of CAS must change.

If internal models

individual events, then they could be used

cannot predict the occurrence

as compasses

of

for guidance purposes. An aim

of research would be to iclentiff rules that help identiff signposts of change. These
signposts can be significant changes in patterns or identification of rules that trigger
cascades

of other rules. In the example of our production scheduler, he or she looks for

changes in pattems such as continued frustration with the status quo on the part of others

before attempting to change the internal models. The production scheduler can predict
that change

will occur,

and can determine probabilities as to the outcomes, but the

production scheduler cannot predict with clarity, what the final result will be.

Building blocks is the third mechanism Holland identifies

as key

to CAS.

Building blocks are the foundational components on which CAS is built. Through
repeated use of building blocks, we are able to build up experience and familiarity with
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the building blocks and identify the combinations of blocks that

a"re

successful (Holland

1995). This re-combining and re-use of similar blocks explains how slightly different yet
related systems share a sense of commonality.

Holland refers to building blocks as rules, the foundational rules used by the
system for decision making when encountering a situation. The CAS combines relevant,
tested building blocks to model the situation in a way that suggests appropriate actions
and consequences (Holland 1995). The idea of building blocks is relevant to other aspects
as

well. In organizations, mission statements

are guides to decision making. Another

example can be seen in major religions where written text such as the Koran, the Torah,
and the New Testament are decision-making guides regarding actions in life

within a

religious context. For the purposes of raising a family, the foundational values of love,
honesty, and respect are still tried and tnre building blocks that guide development of the

family. Discussed earlier were the building blocks in the arena of manufacturing; quality
and service as foundations for successful world class manufacturing. Without quality and

service, organizations do not even qualifu as entrants into the arena of global

manufacturing. The challenge in CAS appears to be figuring out: l) what the building
blocks are,2) why are they are the building blocks, and 3) whether or not it is possible to
extrapolate the range of ramifications to a set of building blocks.

past events do affect the future with respect to a CAS' sensitivity to initial conditions, In this thesis, the
statement "past events have little meaning into the future" refers to the ability of past events to predict the

30
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Summary
In summary, we have a set of properties and mechanisms that according to
Holland, "enable us to synthesize complex . . . behaviors from simple laws" (Holland,

1995). We have a set of principles allowing us to describe the characteristics of a CAS
and how they operate in a CAS. With these principles, the user of Holland's elements
can begin to describe existing puzzles and questions in a new light.

future
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Chapter 5

Introduction
MRPII can legitimately be viewed

as an

organizational system rather than the

current form of MRPII as a machine-like program because MRPII uses al1 five functions

of organizational systems3l. Viewing MRPII as an organizational system provides

a

position to explore for realistic insights to apply to actual manufacturing problems
existing today because of the current MRPII metaphor. MRPII in its current form as a
program with a mechanistic metaphor does not work well enough. The problem is my

professional experience in scheduling has always led me to a feeling of being one step
behind in the effort to keep up with changing customer requirements. Traditional MRPII

writings examined earlier suggest all one need do is follow the plan and everything falls
linearly into place. My experience is different. For example, Sales will call
Manufacturing and ask to manufacture and ship a customer's order early. This leads the
scheduling group to examine the ramifications of moving the order up. No soonerhas the
scheduling group responded to Sales with an answer, then another request arises that
forces the scheduling group to re-evaluate their previous decisions. This scene occurs

daily in a never-ending cycle. By the end of the workduy, requests for change are
continually unanswered and schedulers feel as though they have chased themselves in

circle. For this reason alone, MRPII

as a program

a

with a mechanistic metaphor must fail.

Authors cited earlier such as Barekat (1991) and Bywater (1994), reinforce this

view. They argue timing of responses, complexity of procedures,

and delay in feedback
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of information are three of the main contributing factors in the perceived failure of
current MRPII programs. The deficiency of MRPII as amechanistic program with a
mechanistic like metaphor leads one to ask; "Can MRPII still be seen as a mechanistic
program but from the perspective of a different metaphor?"

Alternative metaphors for MRPII are, viewing MRPII as a program with

complexity-like properties, as an organizational system with mechanical-like properties,
or as an organizational system with CAS like properties. A change in metaphor can lead
to a change in experience. If the metaphor of MRPII changes, then a new metaphor can
shed light on some of the failures of the current model and lead to exploration for new

insights.

MRPII

as a

program utilizing complexity

Examining MRPII as aprogram using Holland's concepts of CAS results in a set
of mixed analysis. The intent was to use the MRPII model as shown earlier in this thesis
and suggest a new method of programming and operating MRPII more effectively.

MRPII can be viewed as a computer progmm that perfoffns according to predefined tasks
or as a program with behavioral rules which influences how the program makes choices.

Viewed as a computer program with pre-defined tasks, MRPII is a set of logical,
sequential steps. Information is input at the beginning of the program and processed by a
series of computational and logical commands. The result is a recommendation of the

appropriate production response. For example, a customer places an order and the order
is input into the MRPII progrirm. The progamming of MRPII processes the order via a
is defined here as a series of predetermined steps to be followed. An organization is defined
of interacting elements that acquires inputs from the environment, transforms them, and discharges

'' A p.ogram
as a set

(a

J(J

series of

IF...THEN statements to determine the appropriate response. The result is the

selection of a speciflc recommendation to either build product for the customer or ship
the order from stock on hand. MRPII is a nice, neat mechanistic picture.

Exploring MRPII as a program using complex adaptive systems, suggests using
Holland's idea of genetic algorithms to replace the current logic of scheduling priorities
found in MRPII. Instead of scheduling back to a start date from a due date based on
linear math, Holland's genetic algorithm suggests a series of programming steps that
measure and make decisions based on what manufacturing interactions furnished the

highest level of effective use of resources. The new metaphor is suggestive with respect

to measuring the perfornance of a manufacturing company. Performance measurements
such as competition viewed as a landscape32 or the manufacturing process looked at as a
series of patches33 gare rise to new avenues of interesting investigation. However, the

concept of MRPII as a progrErm but under the rnetaphor of complex adaptive systems did

nothing to solve the original problem of always playing catch-up. Visible nowhere were
hints of faster reaction rates or the ability to anticipate. Utilizing Holland's model
requires the use of genetic algorithms to anticipate. Holland's model of genetic

algorithms are more complicated to understand than current prografirming language
commands and appear to involve computations the average production scheduler will not
understand (Holland, 1995). My experience is lack of understanding leads schedulers to
question and recalculate results and therefore take longer to act. Therefore, MRPII seen
as a machine-like proglam

with a CAS like metaphor had to change.

outputs to the external environment
32
Landscapes are graphical representations of the fihess of the object under study in relation to its
environment. An example in business could be a manufacturing company that produces computers is
compared to other competitors within its markeplace niche.
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MRPII

as an organizational system

with mechanical-like properties

Investigating MRPII as an organizational system with mechanical-like properties
yields unsatisfactory results in solving the problems Barekat (1991), Bywater (1994), and
others see in usng MRPII. MRPII as an organizational system instead of as a program

implies an acceptance of MRPII as a system. By definition, a system is a set of
interacting elements that acquires inputs from the environment, transforms them, and
discharges outputs to the external environment3a (Daft, 1992). These are the same

activities MRPII attempts to carry out today from a programmatic standpoint.

An investigation veriffing the legitimacy of MRPII as an organizational system is
not necessary because the proposed model still would fail on the mechanical-like
approach. A mechanistic structure may be fine tbr a large organization producing
standard products for a stable environment, but when organizations have to be innovative,

they should be organic (Daft, 1992). Deming cites examples such as U.S. Post Office
buyers who follow rules and negotiate contracts to the detriment of the Post Office
because they are rated on how many contracts they negotiate3s

1De*ing, 1982). Ohmae

demonstrated organizations exist in an environment today which is borderless36 and

Patches are groups within an organization that are broken down along conflict-laden boundaries. The
hope is that each patch can optimize its perfonnance.
I am easily able to relate to
'o Daft', model of organizations as a system is selected because it is a model
my experiences of organieational life and is a part of the Augsburg College MAL program. See table 3 in
appendix for the elements of Daft's model that comprise an organizational system.
(1982) cites additional examples of misguided actions
'5 bhapter three of Deming's book Out of the Crisis
established
rules.
following
taken based on mechanically
36
Borderless to Ohmae does not mean a complete lack of boundaries but a lessening in the number and
significance of boundaries. Ohmae uses the example of the creation of the European Community to
demonstrate a lessening number of boundaries. He does not advocate a position of a future with no
boundaries but boundaries becoming more permeable. His examples for permeability and a lessening of
the significance of boundaries is the rate and frequency money is moved between countries on foreign

"

currency markets.
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constantly changing (Ohmae, 1990). It is clear from Daft, Ohmae, and Deming, an

organization needs to be organic.

MRPII

as an organizational system

with complexity-like properties

MRPII can be viewed as an organizational system operating under a CAS
metaphor. This solves some of the problems of previous views of MRPII because this
position provides realistic insights that can be applied to actual manufacturing problems
that exist today. MRPII can be viewed as an organizational system within a

manufacturing environment because it uses all five functions of Daft's model of
organrzational systems. Organizational subsystems perform five essential interrelated

functions: boundary sparming, production, maintenance, adaptation, and management(

Daft, 1992).
Boundary spanning is responsible for exchanges with the environment (Daft,

L992). In Manufacturing, the environment is any organization who places orders and the
supplier who supplies raw materials to be converted into the customer order. MRPII has
three modules that are boundary spanning: Business Planning where a manufacturer
seeks out customers

for information for forecasting purposes, Master Scheduling where

manufacturer accepts and manages actual customer demand, and Purchasing, which
passes on to raw material suppliers the information needed to supply raw materials.

A

term heard today in manufacturing is Supply Chain Management. The goal is to be the
organization who can manage the relationship of the customer to the manufacturer and
back to the raw material supplier the most effectively. Supply Chain Management and

boundary spanning both manage the relationships with the external environment.

a
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Production is the system which produces the product and service outputs for the
organization (Daft,1992). In MRPII, this is the Production Activity Control module.
Production Activity Control informationally mirrors the process a customer order follows

in getting transformed from

a

raw material to a finished product. For example, a pad

used to absorb heat goes through the following manufacturing process. First, gather the

raw materials. Second, mix the liquid chemicals that will be used to coat on a substrate.

Third, actually coat and cure the mix on the substrate. Fourth, punch out parts from the
cured substrate. Fifth, inspect the parts punched. Sixth, package the punched parts.
Last, ship the packaged parts. In production activity control this is called the routing. A

routing refers to the steps a production part goes through to be converted from raw
material to finished product. This routing is tracked and reported against in an MRPII
system at each step in the conversion process.
The third function is Maintenance, which is the element responsible for the
smooth operation and upkeep of the organization. In MRPII, this is inherent in all

modules. The iurows leaving one module and proceeding to another module are all
feedback loops in MRPII. The arrows imply feedback of information to connected
modules when the plan changes. A manufacturing exilmple best illustrates feedback. A
six-legged table is being custom built for a customer. The table is unique and expensive,
that only the required quantities of raw materials are to be bought. A bolt used to fasten
one leg of the table snaps in

half. Manufacturing is now short one bolt.

be given to Purchasing to purchase another

Feedback must

bolt. This feedback is required between

Manufacturing and Purchasing because the balance of supply and demand is off.
Purchasing determines another bolt can be obtained, but it takes two weeks to
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manufacture. Purchasing purchases the bolt and Manufacturing must now contact Sales
because the table is promised to be completed in three days and therefore

will now

be

late. Sales must now contact the customer and inform them of the late shipment. In this
example, information moved from Manufacturing to Purchasing to the supplier, back to
Purchasing, back to Manufacturing, on to Sales and finally to the customer. This
movement of information maintains the currency of the MRPII system.

The fourth function of systems is Adaptation. Adaptive systems are responsible
for managing organizational change. In MRPII there is no organizational change. There
are engineering changes however. Embedded throughout the complete MRPII model is
the use of part numbers and product structures. Part numbers act as tags to

identiff

products being made and product structures act as guides to explain how a product is

made. The data entry screens within MRPII, used to create part numbers and product
structures, utilize a feature termed effectivity to manage which version of a part number
or product structure to use.
The last function is Management. Management is responsible for directing and

coordinating other subsystems (Daft,1992). In MRPII this can be one of two modules
depending on a manufacturing companies' level of sophistication. Management can be
the Master Schedule module, which is a statement of what will be

built. The Master

Schedule drives demand requirements for all sub-assemblies and raw materials needed

for manufacturing. Sales and Operations Planning can also be considered a management
system. Sales and Operations Planning is the module upper management uses in MRPII
to monitor overall levels of production. MRPII has a module or activity that performs
each function of Daft's model. Therefore, MRPII can be understood as an organizational
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system because

it is an application that operates within the requirements of such

a

system.

Organizational systems also influence employee behavior. It is important to
examine this aspect of organizational systems because the argument will be made in
chapter seven, that MRPII as an organizational system operating under the CAS
metaphor addresses one of the main problems facing MRPII. To understand better how

organizational systems influence behavior, the work of Peter Senge (1990) regarding
learning organizations, how they succeed, and the role of behavior will be cited.

MRPII is an organizational system and organizational systems according to

Senge

influence employee behaviors. Senge makes two assertions in his writings. First, when
placed in the same system, people, however different, tend to produce similar results
(Senge, 1990). Second, we must look to underlying structures which shape individual
actions (Senge, 1990). Senge is emphatic inhis writings that human actions within the
context of a system are shaped by the rules of the system. His story of the beer game3'
attests to the idea that people react to the events that occur

within the system because they

are unable to look beyond the system. Therefore they become responsive to the patterns

of behavior that emerge within the system. My experience suggests that employees

within an MRPII system shape their behavior according to the rules

an organization sets

up to run MRPII. If the MRP system is updated every lunch hour then employees work

to ensure their work is entered by noon so they can get current information and still go to
lunch on time.

If the shipping department works until five in the evening to ship product

then employees in the Accounting department stay at work until seven in the evening to
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complete the billing process. If United Parcel Senrice delivers by 10:00AM then all
purchase orders better be entered in the MRPII system or receiving cannot receive raw

materials. Al1 of these are behaviors dictated by the rules of a system. People perform
activities that from a global perspective are not maximally beneficial but they meet the
requirements of the rules. In many organizations, employee performance is judged based
on how well they follow the rules. Systems therefore, do influence employee behavior

within

an organization.

Conclusion
Viewing MRPII as a program with complexity-like properties or as an
organizational system with mechanical-like properties does not create avenues of
exploration to solve the problems facing MRPII. They appear to be dead-ends. MRPII
when examined as an organizational system furnishes avenues of investigation. MRPII
as aJr organizational system

within a manufacturing environment, influences employee

behavior, touches all aspects of the organization, and therefore has a significant impact
on the operation of the manufacturing organization. Opportunities to understand MRPII
systems better from these perspectives should result in enhanced working relationships

between the employee, the MRPII system, the customer, and the supplier. Barker (1994),
Barekat (1991), Fisher and Archer (1991), identified organizational structure, data
accuracy, timing, rigidity, complexity, and feedback as issues to be resolved if the
scheduling process is to become more effective. These are subjects Daft addresses in his

3'

The beer game is a case study that depicts the interactions that occur between customers, distributors, and
manufacturers who exist within the same system. The purpose of the case study is to demonstrate the
relationships that occur within a system
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model. Chapters six and seven explore

these connections by examining the MRPII

system with CAS as the metaphor, and using the new metaphor to bring new insights to a

common problem on the manufacturing floor.
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Chapter 6

Introduction
MRPII

as an organizational system operating under the metaphor of CAS

successfully addresses some of the problems of organizational structure, timing, rigidity,
and feedback caused by MRPII operating under the machine-like metaphor. Discovered

is a glimpse of a new model of leadership focusing on foundational processes utilizing

known rules and new insights as an intentional role rather than an incidental by-product

of leadership.

It is important to investigate MRPII operating under the metaphor of CAS
because viewing MRPII as a mechanistic program or a CAS program proved

unsatisfactory in solving the problems MRPII faces. As demonstrated in the previous
chapter, MRPII as a rnechanistic program is unable to resolve the constant "catch-up" the
user of

MRPII faces. Viewed

as a CAS program,

MRPII falls short because the system

would operate as a program out of science fiction or fantasy novel.
Three topics

will demonstrate MRPII

can be viewed as a complex adaptive

system. First, apresentation of rules guiding operating within an MRPII system. These
rules are guidelines for customers, suppliers, or anyone within the manufacturers system.
These rules are linked to either a mechanism or property within Holland's model of a

CAS. In addition,

each rule is connected to an element of

Daft's model of organizations.

At this point a relationship is established between MRPII, Holland, and Daft. This
connection leads to interesting insights viewing MRPII under the metaphorical lens

CAS.

of

Second, a presentation of how MRPII as an organizational system operating under

the CAS metaphor would appear. The significance is to demonstrate a practicable picture
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of what the manufacturing system would look like. Explored as the third topic are the
new insights into the problems facing manufacturing. The analysis in the following two
sections of this chapter provide a set of rules upon which the system operates, a

preliminary workingpicture of the system, and a set of outcomes in the form of insights,

Rules
There are seven rules, created from my investigations of Holland and Daft, I
assert are critical

if MRPII is to operate

as a successful organizational

CAS. These rules

parallel Holland's seven mechanisms and properties of a CAS and each connects to

Daft's model of organizations thereby demonstrating MRPII can be viewed as an
organizational CAS. My rules for MRPII to operate as an organizational CAS are as
follows:

1. Employees

of an organization must collaborate and connect with other
within
the organization and those outside the organization.
employees

2. Employees within the organization

must actively work to establish a culture
where different viewpoints and perspectives on a topic ilre encouraged and
engaged.

3.

Employees must know who they are, what they stand for, and where they
relate to the organization.

4.

Employees must use their knowledge coupled with active diversity to
anticipate possible outcomes.

5.

Employees must understand their core competencies and attempt to mix and
match their skills to generate as many different models as possible.

6. Employees must find the most effective path to successfully

complete their

responsibilities.
7

.

Employees must work to build relationships yielding many-sided outcomes
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I believe these rules, employed on an on-going basis, are effective guidelines for
organizational decision making. These rules have the capacity to yield results allowing
an organization to adapt and better meet the demands of a constantly changing

environment better than the current operation and rules of MRPII.

Rule I : Employees of an organization must collaborate and connect with other employees

within the organization and those outside the organization.
This rule is intended to support and encourage people to constantly associate with
others internally and externally to the organization. For example, working

collaboratively with salespeople in the organization, employees on the manufacturing

floor are encouraged to actively seek out new customers and suppliers. Or people from
one organization would benchmark with counterparts in another organization with the

intent to improve manutacturing processes. This rule is important to MRPII because
employees in the manufacturing world increasingly face a constantly changing

environment. The ability to connect with

a

variety of other people allows manufacturing

employees to stay current with new and emerging trends.

In Holland's model, this is the property of aggregation. Aggregation is one of the
chief techniques for constructing models (Hollffid, 1995). In addition, aggregation is
what CAS do to create complex large-scale behaviors (Holland, 1995). This is important
to MRPII because ag$egation addresses an area referred to earlier where MRPII fails,
that of organizational structure. An MRPII system, to be successful, requires employees

utilizing the system to openly

share information and knowledge

in an effort to meet

customer requirements. This form of organization is similar to what Daft calls an organic
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organization (Daft, 1992). Traditional organizational structures such as departments

inhibit a naturally occurring flow of information. Each department has its own internal
focus with its own internal goals, rules, and activities. These may conflict with other
departments with the result success is not shared.

An example in manufacturing is a concept called purchase price variance.
Purchase price variance is the purchase of a raw material such as aluminum, at a price

that is favorable to the standard or expected price38. The goal for a purchasing
department might be to achieve a favorable price variance. Manufacturing too may have
a goal

of a favorable variance in its manufacturing costs. The problem arises when the

purchasing $oup gets a favorable purchase variance but the quality of the raw material is

poor. Manufacturing has to struggle with the raw material and the result is an
unfavorable variance in labor costs. The outcome of this example is purchasing looks
good, manufacturing looks like it cannot perform its job, and the organization as a whole
suffers a sub-optimal result because of the organizational structure.
The first rule also connects to the requirement a system be boundary spanning

(Daft, 1992). Boundary spanning refers to the exchanges of the system with its
environment. It is clear agents required to collaborate and connect with other agents are
an alternative definition of a boundary spanning activity because departments act as the

boundaries separating agents. The example presented in the previous paragraph is
applicable here. For the organization to be successful as a whole, the purchasing and

manufacturing department need to cross boundaries and collaborate. If we apply formal
logic to the elements of the relationship, we successfully state if the first rule is

"

The expected price is fifty cents per pound and the material is actually purchased for forty cents per

pound. This creates a ten cents per pound favorable variance
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aggregation (Holland's model), and the first rule is boundary sparuling (Daft's model),
then boundary spanning is a form of aggregation.
The counter argument is to claim employees must focus on their tasks alone or
they

will not optimize their performance. If

each employee optimizes its performance,

then the organization creates a successful and optimally strong chain of activities, from
order entry to delivery of the order to the customer. I believe the employee in this
environment

will not optimize their performance. I believe the employee in this

environment

will become bored

and less challenged. The result is sub-optimal

performance. In addition, as the competitive environment changes, the organization must
adapt. This requires someone or some function in the organization to transforrn and
realign existing tasks to meet the challenges presented by the changes occuoing. By the
time identified changes are made, leadership works through the additional needs of
education and training, and normal resistance to change is overcome, a new set
changes

of

will occur requiring leadership to address the change cycle all over again. The

result is a drain on organizational resources with little benefit gained. Therefore,
embracing the first rule makes sense for the organization because establishing operational

responsibility with employees to embrace and adapt to changing conditions leverages the
use of resources closer to the point of change.

Rule 2: Employees within the organization must actively work to establish a culture
where

dffirent viewpoints and perspectives

on a topic are encouraged and engaged.

This rule is designed to encourage challenges and opportunities facing an
organization to be examined as an objective and robust habit. Neustadt and May (1986)

1l

suggest examining issues from many viewpoints and looking for similarities and

differences as important components of successful decision-making. In Holland's model,

this is the property of diversity. Diversity is the ability to maintain a variety of agents

within

a system yet

still maintain persistence and coherence of patterns. In MRPII this is

important because one area where MRPII falls short is its organizational response to
change management.

MRPII systems have become inundated with work instructions and

procedures in an attempt to build a rigid system of control over change. No single person

is able to comprehend the whole system. The result is a fragmented organization where
individuals in the system understand local tasks at the expense of understanding the

whole. As stated earlier in this thesis, rigidity is a main failing of MRPII systems. This
rule is intended to combat localization at the expense of an overall view. This rule is
intended to help see systems as flexible and adaptive.

Diversity is comparable to the requirement an organizational sub-systern be
adaptive. Adaptation, according to Daft, is a sub-system responsible for the management
of change (Daft, 1992). Diversity, therefore, is adaptation. An example of diversity
adaptation is the employee who starts a new

as

job. The employee takes the existing work

instructions and combines them with their individual experience to modifu the work
instructions to fit their needs thereby accomplishing the tasks in a highly efficient and
effective manuer.
Opposing this perspective is the contention employees

will

argue forever.

Opponents of this thesis' position would state no work gets done and there is always
more than enough work to do. In addition, engaging and deliberating different points

of
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view is a waste of time because no product is getting out the door. This point of view
experiences value in the physical not the intellectual aspects of work.
Short term, this focus can succeed. However, as the external environment
changes, my experience maintains employees become intensely focused on activities they

perform today. When a short-term focus takes place, not enough employees are giving
thought about the future and changing environments. The result is employees working on
a set

of activities with diminishing benefit because the marketplace is moving away from

the benefits the company is

offe.ing. The organization realizes too late the need to

change, and now employs personnel unequipped to think or act in the changed

marketplace. Employee response to the request for change is, "Just tell me what to do",
or they follow instructions with no effort to understand why. The spark of creativity and

critical thinking has disappeared. Consequently, if an organization is to survive, it must
engage diversity and adaptation or

Rule

i:

it loses the ability to think and create.

Employees must lcnow who they are, what they stand for, and where they relate to

the organization.

This rule attempts to act as a guideline for selecting with whom the organization
wants to do business, and what opportunities to avail itself

of. I believe for an

organization to choose with whom to work and what opportunities to take advantage
requires individuals to understand who they are and what they stand

of

for. An example

would be an organization that says "no" to potential business that can triple the size of the
organization because the growth would jeopardize apnrrciple leaders of the organization
feel is a foundational value to the success of the organization. It is not uncommon to

t5

experience the necessity to have an alignment of principles and strategies within an

organization. For example,

a computer company

is formed to meet a niche need. The

founders of the company are individuals who believe in the principle of a balanced work
and personal

life. At the same time, the founders believe response to market

strategy that

will give them success. Potentially we have a principle and strategy in

is the

conflict. If the need for new products to reach the market becomes overpowering,

an

employee's work-life takes over the personal life and the employee does not believe the

founder's principle. The founder loses credibility in the eyes of the employee. This
example is important to MRPII because an individual making decisions in a dynamic
environment must understand the boundaries of acceptable behavior and where "north on
the compass" is to make acceptable decisions. I believe this is made easier when the

decision-maker understands who they are, and what the company's leadership stands for.

Holland's model would claim this rule is a form of tagging. Tagging is the
mechanism that identifies agents in a system. Recall the six areas where MRP falls short.

They are organizational structure, data accuracy, timing, rigidity, complexity, and
feedback. These are all issues relating to the operation of the systern. Tagging, because

it refers to identification of an agent, does not on the surface appear to have connections
to the operation of the system. It is not clear that tagging advocates a solution for an area
where MRPII fails because identification does not appear as one of the six areas where

MRPII fails. It does, however, tie directly to the requirement of management within
successful systems according to Daft.
Management as defined earlier includes functions such as human resources and

leadership. Sub-systems supporting management of an organization are responsible for
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providing the direction, strategy, goals, and policies for the entire organization (Daft,
1992). Tagging is therefore an activity of organizational management. An example is
leadership as part of monthly company meetings asking employees to step forward and
describe the work they do, for who, and their opinion of their work. This request allows
the leader to demonstrate his orherbelief in the importance of the individual, and the

work that they do. Daft

sees

this as the contextual variable of culture within an organic

organization, an important variable in organizational management3e. This is an engaging
concept. We can imply management within an organization is identiffing who we are
and what we do so employees in an organization can collaborate and aggregate.

Debating this position supposes a belief by the manager, "their job is to get the

work done." This manager believes employees who come to work should be mature
enough to know, or figure out quickly enough on their own, who they are. This is
something that is personal responsibility, not the managers. A manufacturing company is
here to produce products not hold group therapy sessions. Besides, employees should

know how to get along. If not, they can go find work someplace else".

My experience shows that employees approach work with varying degrees of
professional maturity. It is unrealistic for any manager to expect all employees to be

completely mature about their working relationships. I believe different experiences
create different beliefs in people how they should conduct themselves at

work. If

the

manager expects to lead starting at an expectation everyone automatically acts as mature
adults, they are naive. I believe employees still look for visible leadership and it is the

3'Culture is one of thirteen dimensions Daft states influence and surround an organization. Culture is a
variable upon which the leader can have a significant impact as an initial condition. Sensitivity to initial
conditions is an important element rn CAS because it is a leverage point where a small investment of time
or effort can have a magnified impact on the organization.
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managers' responsibility to provide some level of active leadership. Therefore, I still
recofirmend the leader accept the role of fostering in employees, an understanding who

they are, what they stand for, and where they fit in because this leads to more employees
capable of growing and becoming leaders looking out for the well-being of their

organization and others.

Rule 4: Employees must use their knowledge coupled with active diversity to anticipate
possible outcomes.

This rule advances the requirement that organizations must actively and
constantly look out for its own future well being. The underlying idea is to avoid having
a select group of people as responsible

organization. MRPII systems were

for contemplating future events that may affect the

seen previously in this thesis as

failing because of

complexity.oo As they become more and more bound with policies and procedures for
specific situations, they became incredibly complex to understand and operate. This
complexity leads to employees viewing themselves in a nillrow scope.
One example is Kodak. Kodak saw itself as a photography company and when it
manufactured copiers, only saw itself as a replicator of photographic images. Xerox on
the other hand viewed itself as a document management company because it used

benchmarking.al Benchmarking allowed Xerox to move into other areas such as digital
imagery and not become locked into just being a copier company. This example does
have elements of tagging; however, it was this new knowledge via benchmarking that

allowed Xerox to visualize possibilities in what it could become as a company.

o0

Complexity here means a form of beauracracy that stifles creativity and activity.
Benchmarking is the process of determrning who is the best in your category of business and attempting
to surpass them in excellence.

a'
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In Holland's model, this constantly looking out is the mechanismo' of building
internal models. CAS in Holland's model must anticipate. They must eliminate details
so selected patterns must emerge (Holland, 1995). This pattern selection allows CAS to

constantly test its environment. CAS begin with an internal model of the external

environment, test out an action in its environment, then adapt the internal model based on
feedback it receives from the results of its action. The intent is to refine the internal

model to more successfully exist within its environment.
The example Holland uses is the frog and fly in a predator/prey relationship

(Holland, 1992). The frog modifies its behavior based on activities that occur within its
environment. If the activity occur:ring is dangerous, the frog moves away. If the activity
is beneficial such as prey entering the environment, the frog moves towards the activity.
Feedback of information is a subject identified earlier as a deficiency within MRPII.
Senge identified

it

as a

critical building block in a learning organization and therefore an

important subject to examine under the CAS metaphor (Senge, 1990).
In organizations, Daft would argue feedback is a form of maintenance; an
important requirement in successful organizational systems. Maintenance is responsible
for the smooth operation and upkeep of the organization (Daft,1992). An example of
feedback in manufacturing is customers' responses to quality and delivery performance

of the manufactured product. Substantive feedback such as positive customer surueys of
the organization can reinforce or increase crrrrent practices. Negative feedback on the
other hand, can agitate for change. Therefore, it appears we can make a connection

Mechanism here is Holland's category for the activities that occur in complex adaptive systems. It does
not relate to a mechanistic versus organic metaphor.

o2

between Holland and Daft with respect to MRPII. Maintenance of the organization is the
active use of internal models via feedback mechanisms,
The counter argument to this position is the individual who believes the

organization exists in a stable, predictable environment. They believe the past equates to
the future.

If it is true they exist in a stable predictable environment, there can be no

argument with them. They are correct. However, I still recolrunend somebody in the
organization be involved with looking atread into the marketplace's future. The potential
exists for the marketplace to change. Any forewarning helps the organization prepare for

change. With no one looking forward, the future becomes a surprise and the organization
that feels it does not need to change is caught in a reactive mode. Thus, there is always a

beneficial role for this rule in any organization desiring to maintain a leadership position
in the marketplace.

Rule 5: Employees must understand their core competencies and attempt to mix and
match their skills to generate as many

dffirent models as possible.

This rule builds an understanding of the importance of focusing on increasing
employee core competencies, I believe the more competencies an employee is capable

of, the more internal models of operational effectiveness can be developed because the
employee is able to respond to a wider range of possible events. In addition, I believe the
more internal models developed; the more opportunities we create for our organization.
These opportunities could be breaking open new markets that further expand our

business. Each of these opportunities is an occasion for the organization to leverage new

skills and maximize potential growth. An example is Reell Precision Manufacturing. As
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an ernployee of Reell,

I

saw how Reell always struggled having a single source for its

springs. There were constant struggles with quality and delivery perforrnance.
Employees at Reell learned how to make their own springs. This development of a new
core competency allowed Reell to start a new business making springs, thereby furthering

its own growth as an organization and enhancing the security of its employees.
Holland would call these core competencies building blosks. Building blocks are
one of the three mechanisms of Holland's model of

CAS. Building blocks,

as defined

earlier, generate the internal models. They are the foundational elements of the model.

Without them, CAS cannot process and discover new patterns of organization. A good
example is Henry Ford's expansion of his automobile

to*p*y.o'

Ford expanded his

production vertically into supporting technologies. This allowed Ford to develop
additional markets for the company.
The comparable organizational system is the production sub-system, which
produces the product and service outputs of the organization (Daft, 1992). In IBM or
Compaq, this is the manufasturing process that actually creates the computer. In a

consulting firm, the production group is the consultant who produces and/or dispenses his
or her knowledge. Future exploration outside of this thesis raises an interesting question.
Can a manufacturing firm be seen as a producer of core competencies? Rather than being

identified with the creation of
as

a

product, perhaps a company can develop a market niche

having the ability to learn any new technology a customer requires.
The weak point in this discussion is capital and capabilities. The ability to learn

any technology probably requires a significant if not impossible amount of capital and
capital is not infinite. In addition, the workforce of any company cannot grow infinitely.

t9

Eventl,rally a company would spread itself too thin and not be good enough at many

skills. Nonetheless, this rule has a valuable place in an organization. Any rule or
guideline that focuses an organization on continuing to learn and stay current has to
benefit the organization staying competitive and healthy.

Rule 6: Employees mustfind the most

ffictive path to successfully complete their

responsibilities.
This rule is intended to give employees the freedom and trust to define the method

of accomplishing their responsibilities. The expectation is freedom and trust allows the
employee in a manufacturing organization to determine the most effective path to

satisfying customer requirements. In addition, the expectation is this freedom and trust
become visible to others. This visibility then has a multiplying effect. Other employees
see the success and attempt

to replicate the success. This replication of successful

activities leads to reinforcement and repeated use of favorable processes and activities.

An example is the customer selvice representative (CSR) who "pulls out all the stops" to
get an emergency order shipped out to a customeroo. The effort is successful and the
customer calls the company president and lavishes praise on the CSR. The CSR is

visibly rewarded in front of peers. This reward should be replicated and repeated by
others who see the behavior rewarded. With respect to MRPII, the flows rewarded are

those activities that feed back information into the system. The reward is the ability to
more accurately plan production.

o3

See chapter l, page 12.
This activity can have positive or negative ramifications to the organization depending on the perspective
the CSR has. In discussions with David Robinson, he presented me with the concept of "global
information leading to local task shifting". Essentially this is an rndividual who takes on a task locally
given the receipt of information about the global situation. In this instance, the individual makes a decision
that benefits the organization as a whole. However, in the absence of global information, the individual
may make a decision that is deftimental to the organization as a whole.
na
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In Holland's model of CAS, this is the concept of flows. Flows are aproperty of
CAS and were previously defined as the nodes across a network and their respective
connections. Nodes and connections that are successful in a CAS are strengthened with
additional resources and adapt effectively. Thus, the flows that succeed are those that use

building blocks and internal models to effectively accomplish

a task.

In Daft's model of organizational systems, there does not appear to be an element
in his model that deals with reward as reinforcement and growth of the system. The
closest might be his concept of maintenance but only

if a connection between

maintenance as reinforcement can be made. In terms of MRPII with CAS as a metaphor,
the connection of MRPII, Holland, and Daft with some assumptions could be; feedback is
the maintenance of flows of information within the MRPII planning system. This implies

feedback is not so much a focus on the actual inforrnation being fed back but a focus on
the process of flows of

inforination. This too rvill be examined in the last section of the

chapter.

The opponent of this viewpoint

will claim it is impossible for an employee to be

all knowing with respect to possible paths to take. The best an employee can do is assess
locals conditions and make a decision with imperfect knowledge. The individual making

this argument is correct and has the work of Gell-Mann (1994) and others in the field of

probability and statistics, supporting them. Perfect knowledge of all possibilities is
impossible. Admittedly, rule six is a weaker rule than the other rules. However, rule six
does perform a focusing

role. This rule focuses

a leaders effort to trust employees, and

for employees to venture out and practice critical thinking and decisions making skills.

Without the ability to trust employees to function successfully, leadership of a company
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will experience too great

a span of control and

will

be unable to effectively lead an

organization forward, The result is an organization that stands still.

Rule 7; Emptoyees must work to build relationships yielding many-sided outcomes
The intent of this rule is to encourage employees to seek out the identification

of

possible leverage points. Leverage points are points in a system where minimal input can
have a major impact on the outcome (Senge, 1990). In addition the outcome may be an
event that is unexpected. These leverage points can be opportunities to rapidly expand a
new market. These same leverage points if unexploited, can be points of weaknesses for

competitors to take advantage of

us. An example would

be Sanders' description of her

Futwescapes (Sanders, 1998). In her Futurescapes, a visual representation is made of the

existing environment. The intent is to see the changes that are beginning to shape the
future and thus identiff multiple possible outcomes (Sanders, 1998). Non-linearity
according to Holland is the diversity of otherpossible outcornes. In Daft's model

of

organizations, this is the adaptation sub-system. As explained earlier, this is the subsystem responsible for scanning the environment for problems and opportunities (Daft,

1992). Daft uses the example of Schlitz brewery and its engineering, research, and
marketing groups as examples of groups in an organization responsible for scanning the
environment. Nowhere however in Daft's model is there any mention of an adaptation
system being concemed with leverage

points. It is questionable if there is any connection

between Holland's idea of non-linearity and Daft's adaptation. However,

if

one can

assume a group of people in an adaptive system can thinknon-linearly, then the question
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can be asked, could adaptation be understood as the scanning of the environment for

leverage pointsas?
The counterpoint to this position is that too many choices may bring about a

diffusion of effort. An employee following one set of tasks, which multiples into many
more subsidiary tasks, which in turn multiplies even more is faced with an inability to
examine each possibility to its fullest, and therefore may make a sub-optimal choice.

Similar to previous arguments against this thesis' positions, the employee faces multiple
choices with the understanding it is not possible to assess all possibilities. Again, I agree

with the individual who takes this position. The employee must balance hetween having
no choices and too rnany to pick from. The leaderwould counterhowever, if we have

utilized the second rule effectively, employees have effective critical thinking and
decision making skills to help from having too many choices or no choices. This

narowing down should focus employees making decisions on the critical few and
therefore allow effective decisions to be made.

MRIII as an Organizational System

under the CAS Metaphor

Whereas an MRPII system operating under a metaphor of mechanism behaves in
a linear manner, an

MRPII system operating as an organizational system under a CAS

metaphor operates in the following manner.ou The actual keying of data entry, order
entry, and processing of transactions in the MRPII system

will

stay the same. What are

different are those activities that occur around the MRPII system interacting with the

o5

Leverage points are events significant enough to radically alter the affected organization or its
environment.
ou
A ne* keyword table illustrating key MRPII words under the CAS metaphor is presented in the appendix
to the thesis
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external environment. To explain the interactions, I
manufacturer relationship. Second, I

will first look at the customer-

will spell out the manufacturer-raw material

supplier relationship. Lastly, I will examine the relationships across the MRPII modules

within the manufacturing organization itsel f.
The customer-manufacturer relationship is what ultimately drives demand for a

product. A customer purchases from a manufacturer when the manufacturer has a
product or service that meets a need at a price that is satisfactory to both parties. Looking

I see

at the customer-manufacturer relationship from the perspective of the seven rules,

the salesperson of the manufacturer contacting many individuals at the customers'
company with the intent of working collaboratively to see what needs emerge or

if

a

pattern of needs emerge. The process is an iterative process of contacts similar to what

Henry Kissinger did in his shuttle diplomacy. The sales representative moves back and
forth befween people looking for concepts or ideas that attract a consistent cluster

of

comparable ideas. I expect the sales representative to actively engage the customer
contacts to look at all perspectives of the need with the intent to reinforce the opinion that

all avenues of possibilities have been explored. The sales representative is also expected
to help the customer contacts understand what they are seeing in how the salesperson is
behaving is similar to what they can expect from other employees in the sales
representatives' company. This fractalaT like perspective helps reassure the customer as

to the level and quality of service they can expect. The sales representative is also
expected to use their knowledge to anticipate and involve themselves in additional issues

that may occur beyond taking the order until order fulfillment. This approach contrasts a

a7

Fractals are pictures that rep€at in a self-similar pattern no matter what the scale of detail is (Sherman,
Schultz, 1998).
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traditional method of selling where the sales representative treats the sales process as a
methodology and exits the process once the sale is made leaving order fulfillment up to
manufacturing.

Viewing the metaphorical keyword table for CAS found in table 2 in the
appendix, the sales process can be described as follows. It is an iterative process, where
clusters of notions are expected to emerge. The process is intended to loosen customers

thinking so they may contemplate possible outcomes. Answers should become apparent
from a free release of ideas. The intent is to deepen everyone's understanding of the
actual need.
The above paragraph sounds like new age thinking but my experience as a
Purchasing Agent leads me to believe that most sales calls are methodological with the

intent to zero in immediately on one person's perspective of what is needed. This
methodology forgets to examine other issues such as warranty support, order fulfillment,
quality, and the like that are not immediately part of the product specification. In22
years of purchasing, an approach that allows people to step back and contemplate

possibilities has rarely if ever occurred in my experience. The drive to make a sale, or
discuss the technical aspects of a product has always overshadowed other aspects of the

customer manufacturer relationship at the point of making a sale.a8

At the other end of the supply chain is the manufacturer-raw material supplier
relationship. This relationship is identical to the customer-manufacturer relationship with
two differences. The first is the roles for the manufacturer is now reversed. Where the

aspects occurs because of a linear metaphor. We are
two points is a straight line. I believe this
between
distance
shortest
the
geometry
in
taught tLe axiom
between an initial sales call and a sale is
distance
shortest
The
skilts.
thinking
critical
our
into
carries over
need.
of
the
aspect
technical
the

o*

My opinion is the drive to sell or discuss technical
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manufacturer was the solicitor of business, now they are the grantors of business. The
second is the relationship of manufacturer-raw material supplier is one step further

removed from the ultimate consumer. In terms of how the relationship would work under
a CAS metaphor,

I

see the manufacturer

now taking the active role of leading the sales

process in a manner similar to that discussed in the customer-manufacturer relationship.

An additional issue is the level of openness to be found in the manufacturer-raw material
supplier relationship. Traditionally the manufacturer is very closed with respect to
sharing cost information with the supplier, and takes little initiative in developing the

working relationship. The expectation is the supplier is soliciting the business and
therefore responsible for taking a lead role in managing the relationship. My experience
has led me to believe that the further away from the end product the parties are, the less

connected they are to support the end user. The result is an indifference to the end user.

This indifference is not intentional but results as a by-product of many things to do in a
day's work and little time to connect.
In between the customer and the raw material supplier is the manufacturer. It is
here that the most significantbenefits of MRPII as an organizational CAS

exist. The

biggest challenges facing a manufacturing organization is being flexible and reacting to

change. This paragraph will give some insight into how we can tackle this problem with
Chapter Seven presenting a practical application of the suggested process.
The problem stated throughout this thesis, in various forms, is how to keep up

with change. Using the seven rules, I suggest manufacturing follow the subsequent
guidelines to effectively cope with change. As the first rule suggests, have many contacts

within the organization to draw upon. When a change comes about, you know whom to
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seek out for assistance in dealing with the change. Many times as a change occurs, the
change is put in the MRPII program, and once the output of recommendations is

received, employees begin to determine who to talk

to. An already developed network of

contacts speeds up the process of reacting to change.
Rules two, frve, and seven, when operating together allow a manufacturing

organization to respond in the most effective manner to meet a customer's need. An
example is the customer who calls to increase the quantify on an order and move in the
due date.

If the manufacturing organization

has a network of connected employees,

it can

draw them together and as rules two, five, and seven suggest, employees have multiple
talents upon which to draw. These multiple talents coupled with a culture of actively
engaging different viewpoints and perspectives result in an answer becoming apparent
that is the most effective path to successfully coping with the change.

Traditionally this does not happen in the majority of manufacfuring organizations.
In most situations, a change is requested and one individual acts as the central point of
contact and decision-making. This one person in a command and control style dictates

what actions are to occur in what sequence to manage the change. This differs from what
is written in the previous paragraph that suggests a group of employees given a set

of

rules acting as guidelines can self-organize into the most effective response.

New Insights Discovered
The contrast in approaches throughout this chapter is suggestive of multiple new

insights for the manufacturer who currently operates from the mechanistic metaphor and
is struggling to cope with change. As stated earlier, chapter seven

will demonstrate a
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practical application of the new metaphor combined with new insights discovered. The
balance of this chapter examines those insights that can be gained. The example from

this chapter describing how MRPII would operate as an organizational system under the
CAS metaphor, plus the MRPII/Holland/Daft questions raised earlier in this chapter,
form the basis of the insights.
Seven insights arose in this chapter based on the

MRPlyHollandDaft exploration.

They are as follows:

1.

Boundary spanning is a form of aggregation

2.

Diversity is adaptation

3. Tagging is an activity of organizational

management. Management within an
organization is identiffing who we are and what we do so employees in an
organization can collaborate and aggregate.

4.

Maintenance of the organization is the active use of internal models via feedback
mechanisms.

5.

A manufacturing firm can be

6.

Feedback is less a focus on the actual information being fed back than a focus on the
process of flows of information.

7

.

seen as a producer of core competencies.

Adaptation, the scanning of the environment for leverage points.

In addition, we have the change in orientation on the manufacturing floor and within the
supply chain from one that is driven mechanistically to one that is based on trust and the

allowing of people to decide and mange change. An examination of each idea foltrows.

Boundary spanning is a form of aggregation
The insight here is in an organizational system operating as a CAS, one of our job

responsibilities is to actively reach out to others and work with them. If organizational
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systems require boundary spanning and CAS require aggregation, then we have a

responsibility as arr employee to the success of our organization by connecting. In
manutacturing, we can no longer accept "it's not my job" statements or excuses. In terms
of the supply chain, potentially every employee is a legitimate contact for the customer or

supplier. This insight means the organization, by stepping into a multitude of potential
contacts, opens the door to a seemingly chaotic system. With more people connecting

with other people, employees have to find simpler and rnore effective ways to
communicate on a mass basis. It will become impossible to think of and e-mail

information to everyone possible. Somebody is bound to be forgotten. No longer is it
possible to control information. Organizations have to develop communication channels
that ensure all information is available, then teach employees to be responsible to seek

out information pertaining to them. Organizations will have to think of communication
methods such as posting to a bulletin board and then people become responsible to read
and gfab their appropriate messages as a waY to communicate.

Diversity is adaptation
The possibilities here are for employees to learn that diversity is the ability for an

individual to become something else in response to change. No longer is a production
employee just a person who runs a press but an employee who takes initiative to solve

problems. This as a concept is not new. Concepts such

as

Total Quality Management

teach empowering the employee to solve problems leads to a successful customer-

manufacturer relationship. Under the old mechanistic model, initiative is squelched
because following directions is the rewarded behavior. What is new in the CAS model is
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an emphasis on taking

initiative. Taking initiative is not to be

seen as developing your

own job skills to maintain employability. Initiative needs to be seen as the requirement to

maintaining the ability of the system to continue. Change appears to be occurring at
faster rate and

it appears that those systems

as

a

manufacturing organizations that survive

are those that adapt. It may be trite but perhaps the maxim for taking initiative is to run a

bit out of our comfort zone as the strategy to stay on our toes and maintain initiative. The
rate of adaptation to change is now the rate at which we take initiative.

Tagging is an activity of organizational management. Management within an
organization is identifying who we are and what we do so employees in an organization
can collaborate and aggregate.
Here, leadership is no longer a keeper of a set of rules but the group which takes a
leadership role in becoming the guardian of the identity of the organization. Leadership's

role is to constantly probe into who we are as an organization and as people in the

organization. In addition, leadership as a storyteller must continue to retell the history of
the company as a way to maintain continuity. Leadership now must take the role

of

instigator in encouraging people to aggregate. Implied here is not having company
picnics and parties but develop an organizational structure and culture influencing
employees to interact and aggregate.

Maintenance of the organization is tlte active use af internal models via feedback
mechanisms.

The insight here is that an organization operating as a CAS can maintain smooth
operations by honing its ability to anticipate. Internal models are the views we hold and
use to predict the

future. Therefore, if the organization is to constantly adapt and cope
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with ongoing change, then a continual refinement of the ability to anticipate is required.
Continual refinement keeps us open to change and therefore change is not seen as an
enemy but a necessary element of organizational

life. Coming to terms with

change and

an ability to cope relieves stress in an organization and contributes to the smooth

operation of the organic organization (Daft, 1992).

A manufacturing firm can be seen as a producer of core competencies
Becoming a producer of core competencies is an outgrowth of examining the
connections of Holland's building blocks and Daft's production systems. If it is true that
more buitding blocks result in more internal models, and more internal models help
systems anticipate better, then increased ability to anticipate leads to increased

suruivability of the organizational system. It becomes incumbent then on the
organization to actively develop more core competencies in its employees. The benefit is
increased opportunities to meet a wider variety of, customer needs. An organization no

longer has to see itself as limited to one way of being seen such as Kodak was. There are

two challenges however. One is whether it is possible to develop too many competencies
and thereby the energies of the organization become dissipated. The second is employees

with many competencies become attractive to other organizations and the potential
increases to lose employees and their competencies.

Feedback is less a focus on the actual information being fed back than
process offlows of information.

a

focus on the

Feedback can be much more effective if we focus on the process of transmitting

information rather than what the actual information says. To people such as Deming
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(1982) and Senge (1990), this is nothing new. Bothmen are strong advocates of the
system affecting behavior and responses so a focus on process is not new to them. What
is new however, is the suggestion paths of feedback grow stronger when we recognize
and utilize those paths of feedback that are successfulae (Kauffinan, 1995). This implies
one of the roles and responsibilities of employees and leadership is to seek out, utilize,
and recognize successful forms of feedback. This is unique because most organizations
assume that feedback has to be the written word or the spoken

word. Perhaps we can

discover new forms of feedback that are visual or stimulate success and coping with
change via other senses.

Adaptation, the scanning of the environmentfor leverage points.
Engineedrg, research and development, or marketing research is no longer just

looking for new opportunities but looking for those opportunities and technologies that
leverage resources and talents of the organization in ways that re-define the organization
and its relationship with the marketplace. How well leveraging organizational resources

is done compared to other competitors becomes the yardstick for measuring
competitiveness.

o'

Successful is used by Kauffman to descnbe completion of passing on of information. The passing on of
information may have positive of negative results on the system.
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Conclusion
Chapter six accomplishes a connection from MRPII to Holland and Daft. The
result is the conclusion the metaphor of complex adaptive systems is rich enough ground

from which to draw new insights. In each rule, unique paths are opened up to investigate
existing problems. Noteworthy is the common theme woven within the seven insights.

All contain elements of foundational processes necessary to building

and binding an

organization. This concept of foundational process is a new facet of leadership to be
explored in Chapter Eight
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Chapter 7

Introduction
The new rules and insights uncovered in the previous chapter solve the tensions

manufacturing encounters, balancing the alignment of resources and the existense of
constant change by providing a set of rules coupled with new insights that provide
guidance to implementing the solution to the problem manufacturing faces. The solution

works because the rules, the insights, and their implementation are based on coillmon
sens*'0. The solution provides a new path for leadership to follow to create a selfsustaining, self-organizing organizational system.

Using MRPII as a shop floor control tool has always existed within a tension. On
one hand

MRPII suggests manufacturing follow a proscribed plan. On the other hand,

manufacturing persorurel desire flexibility in their processes to react to change in plans
and circumstances. The purpose in this chapter is to apply the concept of MRPII as an

organic organizational system operating under the CAS metaphor against a real world

problem. The result of this application explains horv the new metaphor for MRPII helps
solve a contemporary challenge in manufacturing today because the new metaphor

provides an easily understood picture of the path from the problem to the resolution of
the problem.

The path this chapter proceeds along is as follows. First, I present the

manufacturing problem and an examination of the environment within which
manufacturing exists, bringing in the work of Stuart Kauffinan. Kauffinan discusses the

why are they not being implemented?" This
'o Th" question arises, "If the rules are common sense,
question is addressed in the section titled "Applying the New Leadership" in chapter eight.
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context in which CAS exist and an understanding of his work prepares a foundation

of

understanding for later in the chapter how CAS heips resolve some of the problems in our

application. Second, I examine the connections of Holland's model to the manufacturing
problem. The aim is to demonstrate that the problem can be seen in the manner of a CAS
problem. Third, this chapter explores the manufacturing problem from the insights
gained in chapter six. The purpose is to illustrate a practical application of these insights
to the problem. Fourth, this chapter suggests how to implement the new insights. Last is
an analysis of the application. Included are: at what cost? and where the concept can

fail?

The Problem
The problem manufacturing faces is the pressure to align resources to produce to
a pre-determined schedule

knowing the schedule will change in the future many times,

often on a moment's notice, ffid the factory will have to realign resources and priorities
to support the new schedulesl. Manufacturers compete across supply chains and the
winners are those whose supply chains respond quickest. MRPII operates from the
perspective, a manufacturing group follows the recommendations of the MRP module
then at1 will be

well. Behind this perspective is a large assumption. The assumption is

all raw materials needed for production will always arrive as needed, production orders

will always

5'

be released on time, quality is always acceptable, and variability in lead-

There are many other activities that act as drivers that create pressure on manufacturing. Examples of
other drivers can be short term goal setting, lack of consistency in organizational behavior, and fear. An
excellent text that identifies pressures manufacturers face when they make poor choices is Deming's Out of
the Crisis (1982).
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times are stable. The reality is, manufacturing life has never been this simple and users

of MRPII today know that.
When the unexpected happens, or a sustomer changes requirements,

manufacturing is unable to follow the current plan and desires the ability to quickly
change plans and produce another product. The goal is to minimize down

time. This is

where manufacturing's challenge arises. An example to help understand the problem is

drawn from my culTent work experiences.
The end of the month always borders on the chaotic. Manufacturing asks Sales to

identifo orders that can be moved in to meet monthly goals. Invariably, one order
approved to movo up, Product

"A", is short a single raw material

and manufacfuring in

the middle of a production run needs to switch to a new order "Product

8".

To be

flexible enough to switch, Mamrfacturing attempts to accomplish the following activities
simultaneously: Determine if the material to run the job for product B is available; figure
out when the job can be re-run without being late; and ascertain

if another job outside of

product A or B is available to run that takes advantage of the setup machinesz,
Otherwise, manufacturing has to completely tear down the machine and setup all over
again for something different. To accomplish this, manufacturing seeks out the

production scheduler who determines what orders are available to produce. In addition
the scheduler reviews the material needs to determine if raw material is available at that

time because the job under consideration, product B, is being run out of the normal

priority sequence. The scheduler also

has to ensure that shifting manufacturing to a

different list of priorities does not have a negative impact on other orders. It is clear there

52

A scheduler looks beyond products A and B to help determine the ramifications of changing setups.
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are complex dynamics and objectives when the manufacturing plan cannot be followed.

The challenge for manufacturing is quickly determining the correct choices to make.

This complexity exists within an environment of competitors attempting to
capture the manufacturers business, and an environment of linked activities ranging from
the customer back to raw material supplier. Making a poor choice when faced with this

complexity can lead to ramifications throughout the complete supply chain and against

competitors. Kauffrnan suggests two concepts that can have applicability to
manufacturing because they have characteristics similar to those seen in manufacturing:
patches and fitness landscapes.

Kauffinan views patches

as the

methodology of breaking down organizations into

groups that are not so tightlybound together (Kauffrnffi, 1995). Patches allow one group

within the greater whole to struggle without endangering the larger group. An example
in manufacturing of the benefits of de-coupling patches is holding inventory. When
machines operate at different rates, inventory is held as a buffer in between machines to
prevent work stoppages. An example is the first machine that runs at five parts per

minute feeding a second machine that can run at ten parts per minute. Without some
inventory in front of the second machine, it will shut down due to the lack of parts to be

input. Kauffman specifically identifies patches

as

having interesting potential within the

manufacturing environment because of the similarity of closely linked production
processes

(Kauffinffi, 1995). Kauffinan

ponders the possibility of breaking a production

process down into local patches, each with a modest number of linked production steps,
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and let them optimize

within each patch. The result could be co-evolution of patches and

rapid attainment of excellent overall performance (Kauffinffi, 1995)s3.

Kauffinan uses fitness landscapes to survey competing elements in genoffies and
bacterium (Kauffinffi, 1995). The intent is to understand how non-randofiuress is critical
to the evolutionary assembly of complex organisms (Kauffman, 1995). His concept
suggests comparisons to a manufacturing firm, its competitors, and their individual levels

of fitness within a competitive landscape because they share similar characteristics of
resources, movement, and goal attainment. Patches and fitness landscapes are both

suggestive as models for understanding the manufacturing firm and the problem it faces

in the context of a larger environmentsa. An example of potential applications for
landscapes is benchmarking. Benchmarking is the process of identifuittg best practices

within an industry or activity and comparirg your organization's practices against them.
Looking at CAS within other CAS has not been the main focus of this thesis. However, I
believe an examination of the manufacturing environtnent assists the reader placing the
problem in an understandable context. Kauffrnan's work demonstrates the environment
manufacturing exists within is a CAS.

The problem in the context of CAS
Using the sorrect level of description to catch the phenomena of interest is
important (Goldenfeld and Kadanoff, 1999). In other words, do not model bulldozers

with quarks (Goldenfeld and Kadanoff,, 1999). The same issue arises in manufacturing.

" Thi* is an interesting concept in that cument manufacturing thinking is to link elements of the production
process from customers back through to suppliers tighter together and compete on who responds quickest.
Kauffman would suggest a loosely patched chain would compete more effectively.
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Is it appropriate to move into the details of a manufacturing system and investigate a

problem within MRPII as an organization under the CAS metaphor? Each of Holland's
mechanisms and properties are looked at and connected to the manufacturing problem to
demonstrate Holland's model applies to actual situations.

Holland claims to be a CAS, the system in question must demonstrate the four
properties and three mechanisms discussed in Chapter Four to be considered a CAS:55

Aggregation, Non-linearity, Flows, Diversity, Tagging, Internal models, and Building

blocks. My argument is that Holland's requirements to be a CAS do apply to our
manufacturing problem.
There is aggregation in our manufacturing problem because we combine
resources, people and equipment, to solve a prohlem. Our problem of balancing a plan
versus being flexible also uses the characteristics of Internal models and Building Blocks.

The manufacturing floor, as a system, attempts to anticipate based on internal models

of

learned experiences, rules, and guidelines, what the next job should be. The building

blocks of our manufacturing system on the floor are the people, the equipment, and the
raw materials that will be combined to produce the final products.
Tagging too can be seen on our manufacturing floor. We organize and apply
ourselves on the manufacturing floor to specific jobs based on the identity of what our

work group is capable of building. An example of tagging is groups of employees who
manufacture a specific group of products. This group of employees becomes labelled as
the "high-performance group" because they manufacture a group of high performance
products.

5a

A possible avenue for future research

same marketplace.

is using landscapes to mimic and monitor competitors within the
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Flows, the movement across nodes and connections, are the route the product
takes to be manufactured. The nodes are the work centers and the connectors are the

physical movement of the job from node to node as the manufacturing job proceeds
towards completion.

Diversity while

a

property of CAS is absent at this point in our manufacturing

problem. Diversity is the persistence and coherence of patterns throughout changing
conditions (Hollffid, 1995). In physics this concept is called consen/ed quantitiess6. ln
manufacturing, this is any employee or grouping of employees, which despite a changing
environment, maintains a constant set of skills. Diversity then is the preservation
ski11s57

of

we expect to see result as the successful conclusion of manufacturing behavior.

Non,linearity as described earlier is behavior becoming more complex in the
aggregate than would be predicted by summing the parts. Again, in our manufacturing

problem, non-linearity is not viewed as an active component, but what initiates our
problem in the first place. The tension that exists in manufacturing trying to balance

following

a

plan versus being flexible is a non-linear problem. If the problem of

manufacturing to a plan were linear, we would just follow the plan or a pre-determined
set of

rules. Because we cannot follow the plan by reason of

a

variety of changing

conditions and objectives, we face a non-linear problem.

Se. page 43 for Holland's properties and mechanisms of CAS.
quantities in physics are quantities that remain constant over time. This description is
Conserved
'u
courtesy of David Robinson, a reader for this thesis.
" Prese*ation of skills is the manufacturing techniques we maintain as processes and work instructions

"

that successfully produce a product
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The Manufacturing Problem and the New Insights
To apply insights from chapter six to the manufacfuring problem, it is necessary
to connect the insights to specific challenges that arise in our problem. There are two
main challenges the manufacturing floor faces. First, how to quickly change plans on the

floor, and second, given the complex dynamics and objectives that need to be met when
the plan goes &wry, how does manufacturing quickly determine the correct

shoice? A

brief review of our insights indicates three insights are applicable to our problem. The
insights as a whole are as follows:

1. Boundary spanning is a form of aggregation

7.

Diversity is adaptation

3. Tagging is an activity of organizational

management. Management within an
organization is identiffing who we are and what we do so employees in an
organization can collaborate and aggregate.

4. Maintenance

of the organization is the active use of internal models via feedback

mechanisms.

5.

A manufacturing firm can be seen

6.

Feedback is less a focus on the actual information being fed back than a focus on the
process of flows of information.

7

.

as a producer

of core competencies.

Adaptation, the scanning of the environment for leverage points.

The insights that apply are numbers two, three, and seven because they deal with change
and identification within multiple choices faced, the essential challenge manufacfuring
faces in the

problem. The

second insight argued earlier for the position that diversity is

the ability for an individual to become something else in response to change. It is clear in
our problem that with a change of plans, employees need to adjust to a new set

of

requirements to meet the needs created by the change. As changes occur, the employee
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must be able to change in a parallel manner. The question is how, which is the focus

of

the last portion of the chapter.
The third insight, tagging is an activity of organizational management, argued for
the position that leadership's role is to constantly probe who we are as a company and

become the leader in instigating aggregation of employees. It is the latter requirement
that applies to our problem. Ability to change plans quickly requires people to join in a

unified effort. Machines need to be taken apart, new materials must be acquired, and new
machines must be set up.

All this must be done quickly to minimize down time. This

effort requires the coordination and cooperation of many people. The leader's role is to
instigate people to interact and work together in a smooth flow.
The last insight, the seventh, applies to the second challenge manufacturing faces,

how to quickly determine the correct choice. Manufacturing rarely has time to reflect
and ponder, as time always seems to move

swiftly. It becomes critical to identi$

the

points that allow manufacturing to proceed clearly. These points are the facts that stand
out as foundational, in the sense they cannot be denied.

An example is a job that has two days until it is due and there are three days of
work left. No amount of arguing or discussion alters the fact the job will be late if we do
not change something. The challenge in manufacturing is to quickly sift through the facts
available and determine what these critical points are. We then use these foundational
facts as leverage points to embark on all the necessary following steps. Returning to the
seventh insight, scanning the environment for leverage points, we need to identifi, the

leverage points to gather a group of people together and permit a small set of facts to
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become the jumping off point for awhole series of activities designed to accomplish the
change in plans.

Implementing the Insights
This section takes the insights from rules two, three, and seven, and their
demonstrated applicability, and illustrates how to implement them, as they are applicable

specifically to this problem. Insights not used here will be drawn upon in the next
chapter, the implications for leadership.

To implement the insights in the manufacturing problem requires the
accomplishment of three activities. They are cross training of employees, making tags

universal, and developing critical thinking skills. Cross training of employees
implements the first insight. If manufacturing has employees with multiple skill sets, it
can react quickly and

flexibiy to changing plans and workloads. Employees with skills

not currently used will be moved into areas in need of other skills the under utilized
employee has. Manufacturing now has the ability to move employees wherever needed

with complete flexibility.
To implement this insight involves education of employees in two areas. First is
education as to why the organization is doing this. What must be explained is the

organization's commitment to building flexibility into the organization through the
attainment of multiple skill sets and the benefits to be derived. Employees must
understand flexibility is what the marketplace requires of organizations today. This
overcomes the thinking manufacturing can be successful

if all that is needed is to

eliminate the variability and uncertainty found in forecasting and sales pattems. The
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second form of education is the actual

skill sets. The organization must identify the skills

needed, who can teach them, and begin teaching the

skills. This is an expensive

endeavor. At the same time Manufacturing is training employees, Sales must be out in
the marketplace acquiring additional business. This additional business accomplishes

three things. First, the profit to be made helps pay for the additional expense of training.
Second, the additional business helps use the new
a greater presence in the

skills. Third, the organization garners

market. Lastly, the organization on an on-going basis must

recognize the accomplishments of employees who obtain multiple skill sets and must
continue to refine the skill sets to keep them current.

Making tags universal means changing an employee's identification of himself or
herself from, 'oI am a high-performance team member" to

ool

am a member

of

manufacturing with multiple skill sets.'n Making tags universal supports moving
employees around as needed to adapt to changing manufacturing conditions.

Implementing universality of tags initially involves education. Employees must come to
understand the impact they have on the organization as a whole. After education, and as

part of cross training, employees should be rotated around the factory into different work
centers. The intent is to keep skills sharp and build a sense of connection across all of
manufacturing.
Development of critical thinking skills is teaching the foundational facts needed

to guide effective decision-making. Examples of foundational facts in manufacturing are,
"supply versus demand," "manufacturing lead-time versus customer lead-time," and
"capacity available versus capacity needed". As stated earlier, foundational facts cannot
be disputed no matter how much we want to argue them. An example is the customer
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who desires five pens and we have four in stock. No matter how much we discuss the
issue, we are

still one pen short and we either make one more pen or we convince the

customer he or she only needs four at this time.

In summary, implementing cross training, making tags universal, and teachit g
critical thinking, ffiE the methods necessary to support application of the insights that
solve manufacturing's problem of linear plan implementation versus flexibility.

Flexibility is the abitity to respond quickly to changing conditions. In manufacturing,
change has two aspects. The first is the ability to change equipment to a new need. The
second is the ability to bring together enough human resources to utilize the equipment.

Without implementation, manufacturing will continue to come up short in its ability to
gather the human resources to quickly respond and become flexible and responsive to

changing conditions

Analysis
The challenges in implementing the insights are cost, commitment, and belief.
The cost to implement the rules and insights is significant in terms of dollars and time.
These are two commodities always in short supply. To mitigate the dollars affect,

it is

important for Sales to acquire additional business to generate the revenue necessary to
support the training. In terms of human cost, the organization is asking employees to
learn new skills. With this new learning comes a cost in lower productivity initially, and
the uncomfortableness that always comes with change. It is critical that leadership can be
trusted and open to deal with the dynamics of change such as fear and failure. In addition
there are costs outside of work, while not directly part of the organizations responsibility,
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that still affect the organization. We are asking employees to learn new skills and support
new approaches to doing business. This involves additional time away from work to

learn. This affects employee families, corrununities, and personal commitments.
Leadership must be willing to step forward and work with the difficulties these adjacent
issues

will

present.

There are many opportunities for these rules and insights to

fail. The biggest

potential for failure is commitment. This new approach is different from the way
business is done today. The change must be part of an ongoing way of life and

commitment for the organization. Anything less and the effort fails. Too often,
leadership tries to plug in and overlay a new idea rather than weave it into the fabric

of

the organization's culture. The result is a perception of 'oprogram of the month" and
employees lay low until the idea fades away.
The new rules and insights

will fail if there is a mismatch between these rules and

the organization's external environment. If in fact the organization is in a stable
environment, then the mechanical approach Daft presents is most appropriate. If this

mismatch occurs, the effort to operate under the CAS metaphor fails because the ideas
the metaphor brings out do not solve the existing problems.

Conclusion
The new rules and insights do in fact solve some of the tensions manufacturing
encounters, balancing the alignment of resources and the existence of constant change.

The rules and insights succeed because they are easy to comprehend, easy to implement,
and provide a new path for leadership to follow to create a self-sustaining, self-organizing
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organizational system. With the soiution comes a cost. This cost is a commitment to a
new approach to managing in a systems environment, and a new form of leadership.

With respect to the systems approach, it is accepting many aspects of life exist as
complex adaptive systems and not as mechanisms. The new form of leadership is
tending to foundational processes. The reader

will

see in the next chapter, one of the

issues the leader has to confront is tending to these foundational processes as an ongoing

effort versus a by-product of other efforts.
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Chapter

8

Introduction
Leadership is identified with many activities. It is seen as strategic (Thompson,

Strickland, 1989). It is seen as inspirational (Wills, 1994). It is also seen as tactical
efficiency (Kelly, Allison, 1999). Leadership has many different forms. Some people
believe it takes the form ofbeing a servant (Greenleaf, 1991). Others see leadership

as

being authentic (Terry, 1993). In writing this thesis, I continually wrestled with the
question, 'oWhat implications does complex adaptive systems have with respect to

manufacturing leadership?" I have encountered a view unique to manufacturing
leadership, which presents a new facet of leadership, based on the insights discovered in
the preceding chapters. This chapter submits the new facet of leadership including a brief

presentation of the leaders' activities along with the requirements to be a leader from this

perspective. Second, is a deeper examination of the insights, activities, and requirements
resulting in a complete understanding of the new facet of leadership. Last is an
exploration of issues the leader faces in applying this new facet of leadership.

New facet of Leadership

I conclude from my insights into manufacturing, when

seen under the metaphor

CAS, is the new facet of manufacturing leadership is the creation and guiding

of

of
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foundational processesss with the intent of developing a sustainable organization. The
leader who assumes this role creates im organization that can self-organize and adapt to

changing conditions. A review of the seven insights leads to the observation none of the
rules are strategic in the sense of becoming a low cost producer or high quality

manufacturer. In addition, none of the insights have an orientation towards human values
as the guide

to successful leadership.tn All seven demonstrate elements of process

thinking around issues critical to successful day-to-day business operation.
The argument for leadership being the creation and guiding of foundational
processes emerges from my experience in manufacturing and a synthesis of time spent in

the Augsburg leadership program. Feedback in the form of communication and

information, the ability to adapt, and the active use of internal models as a form of

creativity are all courses the Augsburg leadership program perceives as fundamental to
successful leadership. My experience supports this too.

If employees cannot

communicate with each other they will not work along side each other harmoniously.
employees cannot adapt to change, they

will

leave the company or the company

If

will fail

to survive. Wang Corp. is an example of a company that did not change or survive.60
Lastly, if employees are not allowed to use their creativity, opportunities to improve will
be missed and a company becomes non-profitable.

Creation and guidance are chosen because I believe leadership must actively and

intentionally pursue these activities on an on-going basis to bind together im organization
58

Foundational processes are processes that are critical to an organization becoming self-organizing. When
I use foundational, I am referring to those processes that must occur for a company to be bound together
and be able to work collaboratlvely. The three foundational processes examined here are corrmunication,
adaptation, and creativity. A comparable example from anatomy is the human form needing muscle,
cartilage, and ligaments to stand erect. Without their existence, the human form caunot stand erect.
" The work of Terry (1993) and Greenteaf (1991) focus on the human aspect of leadership.
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with solid foundations. Organizations attempt to implement programs in team building,
communication, diversity, or creativity in the hope of infusing the organization with these

skills. However, because they are progrtrrns, companies attempt to bolt them into

the

existing culture, expect them to work, and then be able to walk away from them and onto
the next problem. I have yet to discover research where the leadership of a company

demonstrates this as an on-going significant portion of their responsibility.

Activities and Requirements of Leadership

I

see leadership performing activities that help begin, extend, and sustain

foundational processes. Such activities would include the following:
I

.

Bring

a diverse group

of people together to learn about other aspects of the company.

2. Argue for various interpretations

around organizational tension points with the intent
of developing appreciation for multiple perspectives.
the history and meaning of the company and engaging people in discussion,
analysis, ffid activities relating to the history. The intent is to foster a continuity
between what people do today and the past.

3. Retell

and facilitate key decision making processes. The leader would teach
employees how to examine issues from a multitude of perspectives.

4. Encourage

5. Advocate and demonstrate continuing

education.

6. Teach employees how to earry on a dialogue

as the means

of feedback. Help

understand how this is different from debate.

7. Leading an ongoing effort to examine forthe company's weakpoints, competitor's
weakpoints, and unfulfilled market needs. The intent is to constantly be aware of
what affects the company.

uo

Wang failed to adapt to the growth of word processing software occurring within the personal computer

market.
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To be successful at these activities, the leader must understand group dynamics, be
able to discuss and help others discuss critically, maintain a wide exposure to different
and creative ideas,

ffid support staff who

can manage the strategic and operational

aspects of business as the leader pursues this facet of leadership. Without these abilities,

the leader

will not have the time or ability to act on the foundational processes that are

critical to building a sustaining, self-organizing business.
Each insight opens the door to the leader influencing the foundational elements

of

the organization. There are many activities a leader can pursue and have a significant

impact on the organization. For each insight, I suggest an activity the leader can pursue
that allows for the potential emergence of a sustainable organization.

Boundary spanntng is a form of aggregation
The main activity a leader can perforrn here is bring people from diverse

functions of the company together to learn about each other and what they do. One of the
problems organizations face is people only experience one aspect of the organization and

judge other peoples and activities from their occupational point of view. Bringing
diverse people together focuses efforts on seeing others as collaborators and not
adversaries. In addition surlmoning people together on an ongoing basis helps leadership

look for common themes and patterns that need to be addressed6l. Without ongoing
meetings, leadership may see issues as isolated rather than repeating events. These

activities need to be pursued on an ongoing basis. As an organization gets larger and if
the organization is to continue self-organizing and become self-sufficient, employees
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must know who to seek out for answers and help with various facets of theirjob. These

activities are also beneficial because they help employees see how their job connects to
the greater whole. To succeed here, the leader needs skills in group dynamics. To bring
a diverse group together to talk requires an

ability to understand and deal with the subtle

signs and symptoms that go on in a meeting. An additional skill the leader needs is the

ability to filter out extraneous details and focus on repeating patterns and connections
between events. Without this, the leader cannot acknowledge the existence of, or assess
the significance of a pattern of events.

Diversity is adaptation

A fundamental activity a leader can apply

here is holding meetings to argue over

fundamental issues the company faces. Issues to address can range from performance
and direction of the company to individual situations. The leaders' goal is to demonstrate

the necessity of looking at an issue from many perspectives and help employees think

creatively. An employee learns an issue can have many perspectives and solutions are
not always simple and single faceted.

It is normal to have naturally occurring points of tension within an organization.
As an organization grows and practices become repeated and institutionalized the
organization must constantly question why it does what it does and wrestle with the
tension points to maintain flexible perspectives. To successfully accomplish these

activities the leader must facilitate people seeing different perspectives. This can be
accomplished by effective critical thinking. A leader can also accomplish this by
6r

Leadership may not bring a large group together when it is not appropriate for the situation. For
example, a new division is being set up and leadership needs to decide on strategic direction. It would not
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utilizing the skills that put people at ease and not feel threatened. In the manufacturing
problem from Chapter Seven, the leader should take every opportunity that arises and ask
the question,

"Why

are we doing things that

way?" The goal is to maintain an

atmosphere of openness and questioning which allows an organization to remain flexible
and not attached to one set of beliefs.

A creative leader is one who

assists people to see

various perspectives of an issue. In summary, the leader must find ways to draw people
safely into confrontation.

Tagging is an activity of organizational management. Management within an
organization is identifying who we are and what we do so employees in an organization
can collaborate and aggregate.
Being an excellent storyteller and historian is the main activity the leader pursues

here. Relating defining moments in employee's or corporate lives help people
understand the significance of why the company is the way it is today. Stories are
methods to connect what people do to the goals of the company. They reinforce what is

important. In addition to being a good storyteller, the leader must have a secure
foundation of what is important to the company and individuals in terms of values,
beliefs, and goals. A sense of history enables employees to share experiences and
connect with each other, a vital ingredient in getting employees to aggregate.

Maintenance of the organization is the active use of internal models via feedback
mechanisms.

Here, the leader assists employees become decision-makers. The leader educates
employees in dealing with decision making in light of uncertainty. The leader teaches

be appropriate to b.iog in operational employees who want to ask, how

will specific job tasks will be done.
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employees to determine what are the foundational truths about a situation and use these
as guides to making decisions. These foundational truths are the models we hold about a

situation. An example is customer leadtime versus our manufacturing leadtime. If

a

customer requires a product in three days and our manufacturing leadtime is five days,
then no matter how much people discuss why this relationship occurred, or whether it is a
good or bad relationship, the fact remains the manufacturer either carries some inventory
as a buffer to accommodate the imbalance

in time, or reduces the manufacturing leadtime

by at least two days to meet the customer requirements. Within the current paradigm of
manufacturing, this relationship of customer leadtime versus manufacturing leadtime is

a

foundational truth. To be successful, the leader must have the ability to sift through all
the details of a situation and select the critical points. The leader must also have the

ability to use analogies to help explain or connect for others the salient facts. Overall, the
leader demonstrates the importance of people understanding what we do is aproduct

of

what we know and experience (Burke, 1986).

A manufacturing firm ciln be seen as a producer of core competencies
The main ingredient the leader can demonstrate here is the importance

of

continuing to challenge oneself to learn. Events are constantly changing in the
marketplace and the organization that utilizes knowledge most effectively probably

will

respond best to customers. It is important for the leader to help employees understand the

organization can no longer be complacent and perform the same activities for thirty years.
To exist, organizations will have to act as if they are running

a

bit scared. By being able

to respond effectively to customers, organizations can more readily sustain their future.
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The leader must demonstrate in every significant meeting with a group of people, the
benefits and necessity of continual discovery and learning by asking "what we have
learned, or are there things we have learned by examining this situation" at the

conclusion of the meeting.

Feedback is less a focus on the actual information beins fed back than
process of flows of information.

a

focus on the

How people communicate is as important as the message. If an individual feels
their position is being attacked and not explored, the individual is likely to refuse to
openly participate in any discussion. In day to day interactions with employees, the
leader must ensure they consider not only what is said but

why. This active effort to

understand demonstrates to employees leadership is actually attempting to think about

what is being said. This is

a

powerful tool in demonstrating caring. To accomplish this,

the leader must be very disciplined in suspending belief. The leader has to listen to what
the individual said, what it may mean, what context was it said within, and then consider
a response.

This requires the ability to suspend judgement until all perspectives have

been considered. The leader must also have the trait of being open-minded because the
leader is considering ideas and opinions different from theirs. Lastly, the leader has to be
aware of the flows of information in a company and the impact they have on feedback.

Leaders often do not provide legitimate feedback for two reasons. First they see
feedback as a form of debate, challenging the original speaker to defend their position
rather than attempt to understand the feedback and its context. Second, leaders see
feedback as a by-product of other activities. As a by-product feedback occurs

sporadically. If feedback does occurs intentionally, it usually occurs once a year as part
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of salary and perforrnance reviews and it is questionable if feedback truly exists in this
situation due to job security being at stake. In both situations, one party to the feedback
process shuts down due to the risk involved in attempting to carry on a true dialogue.

Adaptation, the scanning of the environmentfor leverage points.
Technology is rapidly changing the way we do business. A century ago,
electricity was used for lighting and heat. Today, we can use it to send the whole
collection of the Library of Congress across the Internet if we choose. Given this

possibility, it is critical for the leader to set up listening posts to identifo significant
change. Changes can be positive or negative and may occur to our competitors, our
environment, or us. The leader must develop ongoing sessions in identifying patterns,
developing scenarios, and guidelines of response. The leader has to develop an
organization that acts similar to a spider in a spider web. Any tremor in the web triggers
an alert and possible response by the spider. As earlier identified, the leader must have

the ability to identify patterns and significant events. In addition, the leader must develop

in themselves and others, the ability to not stay wedded to concepts and ideas that may
change.

Applying the new Leadership
The previous ideas and applications assume the leader exists in an environment
supportive of this form of leadership. Many organizations exist in a mechanistic
metaphor, or a metaphor supportive of practical tasks with tangible results. My
experience has been that manufacturing organizations existing in an environment

of
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mechanism are more concerned with directing and controlling activities. Making
subordinates yield to authority is more important than allowing cofirmon sense to guide

daily activities. In addition, leadership of

a

manufacturing organization may have a

background in Sales or Finance and see other aspects such as Marketing and cost
efflrciency as the common sense approach to leading the organization.
The leader who attempts to follow the path of creation and guiding foundational
processes has to understand what they are

facing. Some of the responses the leader can

face are:

1.

This is a bunch of new age stuff.

?. It's a bunch of soft stuff
3. We have to ship product,

we don't have time to do this stuff

4. This is a publicly held company, we're here to make money
For these reasons, a leader may not follow the path of sustaining foundational processes.

It is probable the leader faces an environment that refuses to support this pursuit. In the
absence of support, the leader can either leave the organization, or keep the concept

"in

their back pocket" until a time when "no does not mean never". When this time cornes,
the leader will be able to leverage change because the environment is now supportive

of

change.

I suspect the leader who wishes to create

and guide a sustainable organization

have to try it in one of two situations. The first is trying it in addition to pursuing the
strategic and operational activities daily. The second is attempting this in a private
company where leadership is shared with others who manage the operational and
strategic while you pursue creating a sustainable organization. My belief is pursuing

will
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sustainability is absolutely critical if an organization is to develop and grow into a selforganizing organization. It is even more important the leader pursues this on an ongoing
basis and cultivate what comes out of the effort. To have the potential to become a
sustainable organization, the leader must develop a core group of individuals who possess
the same level of understanding about self-organization. Without the effort, self-

organization and sustainability will not become a part of the culture of the company and
the company becomes static or regressive. Seventeen years ago Deming presented his
fourteen points for management (1982). This research reinforces on an organizational

level what Deming demonstrated on an operational level. If an organization wants to
u2
survive and sustain itself it must create constancy of p,rrpose.

u'Deming argues leadership must constantly and forever focus on
Quality if the manufacturing
organization is to survive. (Demrng, 1982) Deming's insistence on a continued focus links to the argument
of this thesis that effort on foundational processes must be an intential effort and not a by-product of other
daily work.
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Conclusion

Viewing MRPII as an organizational system operating under the metaphor of
complex adaptive systems is just the first iteration of an on-going recursive process
because organizations as CAS must continually recreate and reorganize their operating

model to survive. Sherman and Schultz are correct when they state, "Rules bind us to old
models (1998). Earlier attempts in writing this thesis involved arguing for MRPII as a

program utilizing a CAS metaphor. They failed because the model did not change. I was
attempting to promote a new set of rules to drive towards a solution for a set of problems

to a model that has the mass of a century's worth of accumulated knowledge, policies,
and procedures behind it to support

it.

I produced what Whitehead called, "orthodox

experiments disclosing orthodox novelty (Sherman, Schultz, 1998)." This is what closed
systems produce-more of the silme (Sherman, Schultz, 1998). Einstein said the same

thing.

o'Our

thinking creates problems which the same level of thinking can't solve"

(Sherman, Schultz, 1998).
Sherman and Schultz suggest,

"if we were able to step outside those rules and

look at the model they support, then perhaps from that perspective we could deal with the
problem in a different way that was not previously accessible (Sherman, Schultz,1998).
This means rules cannot drive changes in our models. It must be a change in our models
that result in new rules. The analysis within this thesis reveals that a change in metaphor
drove a discovery of rules and new insights and solved some of the problems

manufacturing faces. Metaphors are mental models of how an event is viewed and
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therefore, for MRPII to surive, the model of MRPII must continually be re-examined to

allow for adaptation to

a changing

manufacfuring environment.

Everything I have researched so far indicates researchers are continuing to look at
production planning from within the same model and therefore will get Whitehead's
orthodox novelty. The analysis within my thesis utilizes elements of the existing model

in that it assumes production is scheduled from a due date back to a beginning date. I
continue to believe a neu/ model of production planning is needed if manufacturing is to
successfully co-exist with the operational dynamics of change.

I continually

am pulled up short by a question posed to me by a colleague when

we discussed the thesis topic. His question is "What would you do differently if all you
had were machines, people, and raw materials?" Continually,

I find rny thinking trapped

by the assumptions I hold. I find myself believing I must back schedule production, and I
must process production in a linear manner from raw materials up to the finished product.
The implication of my trap is that I too am caught within the existing model. These

beliefs are the jumping off point for future investigations. Possible areas of investigation
are: alternative scheduling methodologies not utilizing back scheduling; an expansion

leadership based on the merging of CAS and manufacturing; becoming a manufacturer
competencies; and organizational sustainability.

All

of
of

are questions that arose in the course

of this research and al1 are interesting.

I am still fascinated by my peers' question

and how it made me confront my

assumptions/traps so glaringly. Two paths open up. The first is learning how a question

ciul so abruptly force an individual to confront their assumptions. From a leadership
standpoint this can be tremendously beneficial as a skill within the insight of diversity is
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adaptation. The other path is using confrontation of assumptions to learn how to develop
and view alternative models.

It seems this question must have some roots in creativity.

I have no struggle with Sherman and Schultz's suggestion learning to view outside the
model can lead to new models. I believe the most significant responsibility leadership
can take on is help employees learn to confront assumptions and beliefs. To confront

one's beliefs and assumptions is to open ourselves to questions of "What do I believe?"
and "What is really important?" Challenging ourselves to confront questions like these

openly and honestly while painful is I believe, the first step in professional growth and
maturity which leads to becoming a successful leader.
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Appendix
MECH.{NISM

COMPI,E.X

Method

Tool
Factorv
Desisn
Variables

-andscane

Emerge

Attractors
Allow. Let

Monitor
Drive

Remove

Plan

Tie-in

Loosen, unbinr

Produce. Create

Yield

Work

Emanate

Closed loop
Test

Fiftress landscape

Rieid
Structure

Breakdowns

FI
Formless. ihaneless. Permeable
Connect

0rganize

Dissolve

Run
Ensine
Perform
Weished
Outnut
Solved the problem
Front-end

Flow. Pour. Sfreanr"
Act ve. Visorous

Answer becomes apparent
Relational. Relative. Initia conditions

Discipline

Encourage

Ponder. Contemo ate

Transferred

Retain
ln resotuces
I.latural

Inuut
Simulator
Confrol
Measure
Executed
Operate

Free, Release. All
Spontaneous

Allow
Let

le 2- Metaphorical Key Words

t22

Holland

Under

Daft

Proposed Rules

Insights

Leadership
Implications

Current
Metaphor
Ad-hoc or
intermittent
meetings to fix

Aggregation

Boundary
Spanning

problems

Tagging

Job

Management

responsibilities
departmentalized

hlon-linearity
Planning is
linear,
uncertainty is to
be elimrnated
Tighten the links Flows

a

Diversity

organization

management

relationships which yield
many-sided outcomes
Maintenance

Adaptation

patterns

Tagging is an

activity of
organizational

Internal Models

Management

leadership looks

forward.
Internal models

limited to
empowerment

Leader has direct impact
on helping employees
find meaning in work
lrp

posts

to watch for significant

environment for
leverage points

events, patterns, and

A

complete their responsibilities

Feedback is a
focus on the
process of the

Employees within the

flows of
information
Diversity is

Employees must find the most
effective path to successfully

organization must actively
adaptation
work to establish a culture
where different viewpoints and
perspectives on a topic are

mission
throughout the
organization

Only senior

Boundary spanning
is a form of
collaboration and
aggregation
opportunity to identify

Employees must work to build Adaptation: the
scanning of the

Adaptation

between steps in
operations and
the supply chain

Work towards
single unified
vision and

Employees must collaborate
and connect with other
employees within the
organization and those outside
the organization
Employees must know who
they are, what they stand for,
and where they relate to the

ts

on the

importance of
information and processes
and the impact employees
have on them.

ty

flexibility by not being
held to one set of
perspectives.

encouraged and engaged
Employees must use their
Maintenance of the
an organlzation
knowledge coupled with active organization is the decision makers
diversity to anticipate
active use of
intemal models via
feedback
mechanisms

of

with respect to
Quality activities
Cross fraining
within the

existing
manufacturing
model only

Building Blocks Production

Employees must understand
A manufacturing
their core competencies and
firm can be seen as
attempt to mix and match their a producer of core
skills to generate as many
competencies
different models as possible.
Relationship
concepts

Table 3

form of
manufacturing. Not only
manufacfure a product,
but a manufacturer of
skills and ideas.

An
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